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ABSTRACT
COLIN F. C. THOMSON: Theory, Experiments, and Simulations of Internal Waves in Deep Water
(Under the direction of Roberto Camassa)
This dissertation concerns internal waves occurring in density-stratified fluids wherein one layer is much
deeper than the other. Such stratifications are characteristic of internal waves in the ocean, but despite the
practical importance of such phenomena, the best-known models fail to capture some of the features of
large-amplitude waves.
In this thesis we derive a model suitable for large-amplitude waves in the deep regime. We are specifically
interested in solitary internal waves, which arise as a balance between nonlinear and dispersive terms. The
nonlinearity is intrinsic to the fluid dynamics system and, in contrast with well-studied models, we make
no assumptions on the maximum amplitude of the waves. We will, however, exploit the fact that the waves
are typically long with respect to the upper layer fluid, and average physical quantities over this layer. The
dispersive part of the model comes from pressure contribution of the deep lower layer, and arises as an
integral operator.
On account of the nonlinearity and the nonlocality of the model, the initial value problem is analytically
intractable. Thus we produce a numerical method for solving the model equations which is fast, accurate and
flexible. The method exploits the physical properties of the model, specifically by using the natural variables
which arise through the Hamiltonian formalism. The numerical method is shown to be pseudospectrally
accurate in space and fourth-order accurate in time.
Finally we compare the model results to laboratory experiments and show that the model does a reasonably
good job at capturing features of large-amplitude solitary waves. These experiments are performed on a much
larger scale than results available in the literature, as well as the being the first experiments using miscible
fluids (fresh and salt water) in the deep regime.
Some mathematical results pertaining to variational principles for stratified fluids are contained in the
appendices. New results contained herein apply to two-layer models with the fluid interface in contact with
iii
the boundary of the fluid domain, and the Hamiltonian principle for the incompressible, variable-density fluid
motion.
iv
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Internal waves are waves within a density-stratified fluid which are driven by buoyancy. Such waves are
observed in the ocean, especially when tidal forcing causes flows to interact with topography. Of particular
interest are solitary waves, which have been observed in many regions including the South China [Alford
et al., 2015], [Duda et al., 2004], Andaman [Osborne and Burch, 1980], Sulu [Apel et al., 1985], and Celtic
[Pingree and Mardell, 1985] Seas, as well as far from shore [Alford et al., 2007]. They are believed to play
an important role in oceanography, which includes the energy budget of the ocean, acoustics, and transport
of plankton. From a mathematical standpoint, internal waves differ from their surface counterparts in that
common field occurrences are highly nonlinear in the sense that their amplitudes are large with respect to the
characteristic vertical scale.
The density stratification in the ocean can be divided into three layers [Pedlosky, 2013]: the uppermost
mixed layer and lowermost abyssal region, each of roughly constant density, and between them the pycnocline
which contains most of the density variation. We will refer to the mixed layer and pycnocline together as the
upper layer, which is thin relative to the abyssal region, which we will call the lower layer. The model we
derive will be an integro-differential equation that averages the momentum equations over the upper layer. In
so doing, we will approximate a gradient density as two distinct, uniform layers.
There exists a well-studied model for internal waves in this setting which is known as the intermediate
long wave (ILW) equation (equation (2.9), [Kubota et al., 1978], [Joseph, 1977]). The ILW equation has
the very desirable property of complete integrability; like the related Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation
(equation (2.11), [Korteweg and De Vries, 1895]), its initial value problem can be solved analytically. The
derivation relies on a weakly nonlinear assumption and the ILW equation performs poorly at modeling wave
properties outside of its range of asymptotic validity ([Koop and Butler, 1981], [Segur and Hammack, 1982]).
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As such, we seek a model in deep water that accurately predicts the properties of large-amplitude internal
waves.
Interestingly, the model system we derive can be placed in a Hamiltonian formalism [Benjamin and
Olver, 1982]. The Hamiltonian (instead of Lagrangian) framework is desirable for two practical reasons. First,
the Lagrangian formulations of fluid dynamics almost always relies on the un-physical Clebsch variables
[Clebsch, 1859], many of which are artificially introduced, and almost certainly cannot be measured directly
in a laboratory. Second, the Hamiltonian formulation gives explicit evolution equations, which gives access to
many powerful numerical methods for solving the initial value problem for the model, with the only cost being
the non-local relationship between fluid velocity and the momentum defined by the Hamiltonian formulation.
That the fluid velocity depends non-locally on the Hamiltonian variables is not especially troubling as this is
also true for the Euler equations. In fact, we derive a Hamiltonian formulation for the Euler equations with
variable density in three dimensions that also has this essential relationship. This three-dimensional structure
was discovered independently of the overlooked paper by Bowman [Bowman, 1987], the results of which are
reported in an appendix.
The primary internal wave phenomenon of interest will be solitary (as opposed to periodic) waves, which
arise as the balance between nonlinear and dispersive effects. Nonlinearity, the reinforcement of fluid speed
with increasing amplitude, is intrinsic to fluid dynamics systems and will not be limited in magnitude. The
steepening tendencies of nonlinearity are balanced by dispersion, in which wave components of differing
frequencies travel at varying speeds. Both features our present in our model, which proves to be adept at
predicting the properties of solitary waves.
1.2 Outline and conventions
This thesis is laid out as follows. First, we derive the model equations that will describe fully nonlinear
long internal waves in deep water. We examine particular traveling wave solutions and find conserved
quantities associated with the model system, and then compare the model to weakly nonlinear equations.
Variations of this model exist in various forms due to a series of papers by Choi and Camassa ([Choi, 1995],
[Choi and Camassa, 1999]). The two-dimensional, fully nonlinear version developed here is original, as is
the analysis of the conserved quantities.
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Chapter 3 is devoted to numerical methods for solving dispersive shallow water systems. Similar methods
have been presented in various contexts, but the treatment with general dispersion and potential energy is
novel. Appendix E contains templates for the code used in this and the following chapter. In particular, the
use of pseudo-spectral methods coupled with an explicit time integrator is not often present in the literature,
even for systems of great interest in the context of shallow water like the Green-Naghdi system.
The final chapter compares the model with experiments and simulation of the stratified two-dimensional
Euler equations. The experiments are the largest internal waves every produced in a laboratory and the first
to investigate internal waves between miscible fluids in the deep regime. Also original to this section is
the method for determining parameters of a two-layer system to match the properties of the continuously
stratified system. The results are published in JOEME [Camassa et al., 2018b] with R. Camassa, M. Hurley,
R. McLaughlin and P.-Y. Passaggia, and the comparisons with the model are being prepared for submission
to the Journal of Fluid Mechanics.
The thesis concludes with a summary and with directions for future work. Some important information
is contained in the appendix A, including details on the Hamiltonian structure of partial differential evolution
equations. The proofs of the Jacobi identity for the stratified Euler equations, the model system, as well as an
original non-example are given in detail. As such computations are rarely found in the literature, especially
for vector equations, these results are the product of non-trivial effort, and illustrative of the techniques as well
as relevant to the physical system studied in the present text. This appendix is based in part on the rarely-cited
paper of Bowman [Bowman, 1987], which also contains the Hamiltonian structure for the Euler equation in
three dimensions, but was found only after the author of this thesis derived the result independently.
The remaining appendices are included for completeness, and have a derivation of the Green-Naghdi
equations using Lagrangian variables (appendix B), Clebsch formulation of dispersive shallow water systems
(appendix C), and numerical studies of the interactions of stratification with boundaries (appendix D). This last
appendix contains results published in [Camassa et al., 2018a] with R. Camassa, G. Falqui, G. Ortenzi, and
M. Pedroni, and specifically studies a hyperbolic model for internal waves confined between two horizontal
rigid plates.
This thesis adheres to some notational conventions throughout. Bold face Latin symbols are used for
vectors, and in particular x = (x, y, z) for the Euclidean coordinates for physical space and k = (k, l,m)
for Fourier space, and u = (u, v, w) for velocity in the respective directions. Most equations are non-
dimensionalized; those that are not should be obvious from the context. In this vein, g is used throughout for
3
the acceleration due to gravity, and g′ for the reduced gravity g′ = g
(
ρ2
ρ1
− 1
)
for the buoyant acceleration
between fluid layers of densities ρ1, ρ2. Calculations involving the Jacobi identity in Appendix A use the
Einstein summation convention over repeated indices. The script O is used for Big-O notation, and R for
the real numbers. Important equations are numbered and referenced with parentheses, while cited works are
referenced through square brackets.
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CHAPTER 2
DEEP INTERNAL WAVE MODEL
Here we derive the equations governing the deep internal waves of interest. This chapter borrows heavily
from [Choi, 1995] and [Choi and Camassa, 1999] (as well as using the layer-averaging methods from [Wu,
1981] and [Camassa and Levermore, 1997]), but extends the model to two horizontal dimensions. The key
assumption for the shallow water equations (SWE) is that the most important vertical scale is much smaller in
magnitude than the typical horizontal scale (see figure 2.1). We exploit this aspect ratio by taking ε ≡ h1L  1
as a small parameter and approximating the full Euler equations. Thus “shallow” is somewhat of a misnomer,
as it is relative, not absolute depth that is shallow, as is “water” since these models are perfectly applicable to
atmospheric waves as well. For this chapter and moving forward,∇ = (∂x, ∂y) and u = (u, v) and ∂z and w
are kept separate.
2.1 Derivation
There are two steps in the derivation: first, deriving the shallow water equations for the active layer,
which includes a surface pressure term. Second, couple the dynamics of the irrotational layer to the active
layer by finding an asymptotic approximation to the surface pressure, and thereby close the system. An
alternative derivation of the shallow water equation by way of the Green-Naghdi system, equation (B.1), can
be found in Appendix B.
Define the averaging operator ([Wu, 1981; Camassa and Levermore, 1997]), denoted as an overline, by
f(x, t) =
1
η(x, t)
∫ H
η(x,t)
f(x, z, t)dz.
For any field f ,
df
dt
=
(
ηf
)
t
+
(
ηuf
)
x
+
(
ηvf
)
y
= 0
5
Figure 2.1: Diagram of typical deep internal wave regime, here restricted to the x-z plane for simplicity.
Waves are taken to be long with respect to the mean upper layer thickness h1 but comparable to the mean
lower layer thickness h2. Here η(x, t) represents the thickness of the upper layer and u(x, t) the horizontal
velocity averaged over the upper layer. The densities of each layer are denoted by ρ1 < ρ2.
provided η is a material surface; that is,
ηt + uηx + vηy = w.
Averaging the equations with no further assumptions creates a problem with regards to closing the system—
there is no way to connect uf with u and f from the definition of the averaging operator alone. If, however,
we use the shallow water assumption, we can expand any field in the upper layer as
f(x, z, t) = f(x, t) + εf1(x, t)(z − z0) +O(ε2)
where f1 = 0. This fact and f = f allows us to close otherwise underdetermined systems by, for example,
uf = (u + εu1)
(
f + εf1
)
+O(ε2) = uf + εuf1 + εu1f +O(ε2) = uf +O(ε2).
Take f ≡ 1 for conservation of mass ηt +∇ · (ηu) = 0, and f = u, v for the momentum equation:
(ηu)t +∇ · (ηuu) +O(ε2) = −η∇p.
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We can approximate p using the vertical momentum equation
ε2 (wt + uwx + wwz) = −pz + g,
once non-dimensionalized, gives px = Px +
(
η2
2
)
x
+O(ε2), where P is the pressure term at the interface,
and the SWE follow. An alternative derivation, following [Miles and Salmon, 1985], [Salmon, 1998] can be
found in appendix B.
It remains, then, to determine the contribution of the lower layer dynamics to surface pressure P . Non-
dimensionalize the motion in the lower layer, which we assume to be irrotational, by [x] = [z] = L, [η] = h1,
P = ρ1gh1, [φ] = L
√
gh1, [t] = L√gh1 and φ is the velocity potential such that ∇φ gives the velocity in the
lower layer. With regards to boundary conditions, we assume that rigid, impenetrable flat walls bound the
fluid from above and below but that the horizontal dimensions are infinite in extent.
The equations of motion for the fluid in the lower layer are:
(
∇2 + ∂2z
)
φ = 0 z ∈ [−h2, ζ]
ζt + ε∇φ · ∇ζ = φz on z = ζ
εφt + ε
2 |∇φ|2 + φ2z
2
+ ζ +
ρ1
ρ2
P = 0 on z = ζ
φz = 0 on z = −h2.
Take the Fourier transform in the horizontal variables of the Laplace equation:
φ̂zz − |k|2φ̂ = 0
φ̂z = 0 on z = −h2.
Clearly φ̂ = A(k, t) cosh (|k|(z + h2)) so that
ζ̂t = A(k, l, t)|k| sinh (|k|(z + h2)) +O(ε)
= |k| tanh (|k|(z + h2)) φ̂+O(ε)
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Since φ(x, y, ζ, t) = φ(z, y, 0, t) +O(ε),
φt = P[ζ]tt +O(ε) ≡ F−1
[
coth (h2|k|)
|k| ζ̂tt
]
+O(ε)
which can be substituted into the Bernoulli equation
εφt + ζ +
ρ1
ρ2
P = O(ε2)
to obtain
P = −ρ2
ρ1
− ερ2
ρ1
P [ζ]tt +O(ε2).
Note that P is a constant, self-adjoint operator, which will be a necessary property for the numerical method
introduced in the next chapter. For the 1 + 1 dimensional case, only T = ∂xP appears in the model, and this
is the same T from [Choi and Camassa, 1999] and commonly used for the ILW equation.
With this approximation of the surface pressure, we obtain the closed-form system
ηt +∇ · (ηu) = 0
ut + u · ∇u +∇η = −∇P [ηtt]
(2.1)
which we will refer to as “the model” for the rest of this text. Studying the properties of this system, as well
its relation to existing models, is the subject of the remainder of this chapter. For convenience, we will drop
the bars and refer to the depth-averaged velocity only as u.
Unlike in systems that have come before, it would be a bit dishonest to include the effects of topography
as the vertical displacements at the upper boundary have been set to zero. If topographic variations are
non-negligible, we have violated the assumption that [z] = L. We could, however, include topography as long
as doing so does not upset the irrotationality assumption for the lower layer. The cost would be introducing a
spatial dependence in the integral operator.
The system (2.1) can be written in Hamiltonian form as


η
m1
m2


t
= J [η,m1,m2]


− |u|22 + η + u · ∇P∇ · (ηu)
u
v


(2.2)
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in which m = ηu− η∇P∇ · (ηu) and
J =


0 ∂xη ∂yη
η∂x m1∂x + ∂xm1 m2∂x + ∂ym1
η∂y m1∂y + ∂xm2 m2∂y + ∂ym2


The proof of the Jacobi identity is carried out in appendix A. The model may also be written in something
close to conservation form:
ηt + [ηu]x + [ηv]y = 0
m1,t +
[
ηu2 +
η2
2
]
x
+ [ηuv]y = −∇ · (ηu)∂xP∇ · (ηu)
m2,t + [ηuv]x +
[
ηv2 +
η2
2
]
y
= −∇ · (ηu)∂yP∇ · (ηu)
(2.3)
with only the nonlinear dispersive terms on the right-hand side failing to be a divergence.
2.2 Properties of traveling waves
We discuss now two particular types of waves– infinitesimal waves, which reveal the linearized dispersion
relation, and traveling solitary waves. The linearized dispersion relation is found by substituting ζ(x, t) =
ζ0 exp (i(k · x− ωt)) ,u(x, t) = u0 exp (i(k · x− ωt)) into the model system(2.1) and ignoring all nonlinear
terms:
ω2(|k|) = g
′|k|2
1 + ρ2ρ1h1|k| coth(h2|k|)
. (2.4)
This dispersion relation has the nice property that it decays to zero as |k| → ∞, indicating the diminishing
speed of high-frequency waves, which is both physically accurate and will have important implications in the
numerics section. Compare this result with the linearized dispersion relation for two inviscid fluids [Lamb,
1924]
ω2(|k|) = g(ρ2 − ρ1)|k|
ρ1 coth(h1|k|) + ρ2 coth(h2|k|)
(2.5)
which reduces, as h1h2 → 0, to equation (2.4).
Consider now (nonlinear) traveling wave solutions, that it, solutions which depend on a single independent
variable X = x− ct, where c is the speed of the wave and acts as a parameter. The traveling wave solution
9
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Figure 2.2: Top: Non-dimensionalized linearized dispersion relations for two immiscible fluids governed
by the Euler equations (solid, eq. (2.5)), the model (dashed, eq. (2.4)), and the ILW equation (dotted).
Bottom: Comparison of traveling wave solutions of various amplitudes for the model (solid) and the ILW
equation (dotted). Parameter choices for both figures are comparable to those in validation chapter: h1 = .15,
h2 = 2.00, ρ1 = .999, ρ2 = 1.022.
assumption leads to the system
−cζX + uX − (ζu)X = 0
−cuX +
(
u2
2
)
X
+ g′ζX = c2T ζXX
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so that u = cζ1−ζ . After completing the square
u2
2
− cu = (u− c)
2
2
− c
2
2
and using u− c = cζζ−1 −
c(ζ−1)
ζ−1 =
c
ζ−1 we have the equation
1
2
1
(ζ − 1)2 −
1
2
+
1
c2
ζ = T ζX (2.6)
which must be solved numerically, there being no known analogue of elliptic integrals for T ∂X . To do so, we
use Newton-Raphson iteration on a 1024-point grid and a pseudo-spectral representation of the operator T ∂X .
Our initial guess is the traveling wave solution of the ILW equation traveling at [Choi and Camassa, 1999]
c = c0 −
7ρ2h1
10ρ1h2
coth
(
7
5
)
and iterate until the error in successive iterations is less than 1× 10−10. We subsequently increase the wave
speed by ∆c = .0001, using the previous traveling wave solution as the initial guess, and repeat until we find
the profile for the desired given wave speed c. The residual
∣∣∣∣
ζn+1 − ζn
ζn
∣∣∣∣
between successive iterations ζn is also monitored and found to be less than 1 × 10−8 when the loop
terminates. Numerical tests (see Section 3.3) confirm that the result is indeed a very close approximation to a
true traveling wave solution.
Figure 2.2 presents a comparison between some properties of traveling wave solutions of the model and
those of the ILW equation. The dispersion relation of the model is clearly closer than the ILW equation to
that of equation (2.5). Most notably, the solitary wave solutions are much broader than the same amplitude
waves in the fully nonlinear model.This later property will prove the key difference in comparisons with
experiments (chapter 4).
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2.3 Conservation Laws
We distinguish between three different types of conservation laws. The first concerns the densities T
arising from divergences of currents j such that Tt +∇ · j = 0. Such conserved quantities are in one-to-one
correspondence with the symmetries of the system according to Noether’s theorem. The next are advected
quantities ddt = 0. Finally, there are Casimirs, also called distinguished functionals, which lie in the kernel of
the Hamiltonian operator J . Alternatively, Casimirs Poisson-commute with all valid functionals.
Using the conservation-type representation, integrating the momentum equations 2.3 gives, for example,
∂t
∫
m1dx +
∫
∇ · jdx +
∫
∇ · (ηu)∂xP∇ · (ηu)dx = 0
which is the integral of a divergence j =
(
ηu2 + η
2
2 , ηuv
)
, plus the second integral which is zero because of
the skew-symmetry of ∂xP . This proves that the linear momenta
∫
m1dx,
∫
m2dx are both conserved. As
for angular momentum, take the curl of the model equations to find
ωt +∇ · (ωu) = 0
by which we see
∫
ωdx, which is essentially the angular momentum, is conserved.
The potential vorticity ∇×uη [Pedlosky, 2013] is the principal example of a quantity conserved along
fluid parcels, that is, ddt
(
∇×u
η
)
= 0. We will show this directly, though there are other interesting methods:
Salmon [Salmon, 1998] uses the column-relabeling symmetry, which hints at the more general relationship
between particle relabeling symmetries and vorticity. (See also [Arnold and Khesin, 1992] for a topological
treatment.)
Proof.
d
dt
(∇× u
η
)
= (∂t + u · ∇)
(∇× u
η
)
=
(∂t + u · ∇)∇× u
η
− ∇× u
η2
(∂t + u · ∇) η
= −∇× u
η
∇ · u + ∇× u
η
∇ · u = 0.
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In fact, following [Shepherd, 1990], we see that any functional of the form
∫
ηF
[
η−1ω
]
dx, with F
sufficiently smooth, is conserved.
Finally, we find the Casimirs. In either one or two horizontal dimensions, it is clear that δηη = 1 which is
in the kernel of J . This means mass is conserved in either case, though this was direct from the conservation
of mass equation. Less obvious, though, is that in the 1 + 1 dimensional system, we can find one additional
Casimir. In order to be a Casimir, we must have (ηδmC)x = 0, or δmC = 1η . This would make C =
m
η ,
δηC = −mη2 , and we can verify that this is in fact a Casimir by calculating
m(η−1)x + (mη−1)x + η(−η−2m)x =
−2mηx
η2
+
mx
η
− mx
η
+
2mηx
η2
= 0.
Thus C = mη is a Casimir of the system in one single-dimensional system. But
∫
m
η
dx =
∫
{u− T [ηu]x} dx =
∫
udx
which was termed conservation of “irrotationality” [Choi and Camassa, 1999].
Finally, energy
1
2
∫ {
η|u|2 + (η − h1)2 +∇ · (ηu)P [∇ · (ηu)]
}
dx (2.7)
is clearly conserved so long as the Hamiltonian does not depend explicitly depend on t, which is the case
here, as dHdt = Ht + {H,H} = 0. The conserved quantities for the model system are, then, mass, linear
momentum, and energy, plus irrotationality and angular momentum in the 1+1 and 2+1 dimensional systems
respectively.
The conserved quantities of the model can be summarized as:
Mass:
∫
{η − h1} dx (2.8a)
Irrotationality and angular momentum:



∫
udx
∫
ωdx
(2.8b)
Linear momenta:
∫
{ηu− ηT [ηu]} dx (2.8c)
Energy:
1
2
∫ {
η|u|2 + (η − h1)2 +∇ · (ηu)P [∇ · (ηu)]
}
dx (2.8d)
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2.4 Weakly Nonlinear Models
In the weakly nonlinear, unidirectional limit we recover the ILW equation cited in the introduction.
ζt + c0ζx −
3c0
2h1
ζζx +
c0ρ2h1
2ρ1
∫
R
coth
(
π(x− x′)
2h2
)
ζx′x′(x
′, t)
dx′
2h2
= 0. (2.9)
In the limit of an infinitely deep lower layer h2 →∞, as would be applicable in the atmosphere, we recover
the Benjamin-Ono equation [Benjamin, 1966], [Ono, 1975]
ζt + c0ζx −
3c0
2h1
ζζx +
c0ρ2h1
2ρ1
H [ζxx] = 0 (2.10)
whereH[·] is the Hilbert transform. In the opposite case h2 → 0 becomes the Korteweg-de Vries equation
ζt + c0ζx −
3c0
2h1
ζζx +
c0ρ2h
2
1
2ρ1
ζxxx = 0. (2.11)
In order to capture the desirable dispersion properties and the amplitude-wavelength behavior observed in
real internal waves, it seems necessary to retain at least third-order nonlinearities. As such models require
additional physical assumptions without providing mathematically interesting properties such as complete
integrability, we do not study them here. We only state that the model equation that best captures dispersive
and nonlinear effects is the uni-directionalization of the present model
ζt + c0ζx +
3c0
2h1
ζζx +
3c0
8h21
ζ2ζx +
c0
2h1
T [ζxt] = 0 (2.12)
while the unidirectionalization that maintains the Hamiltonian [Olver, 1988; Camassa et al., 1994] is the
analogue of the Benjamin-Bona-Mahoney equation
ζt + c0ζx +
3c0
2h1
ζζx −
h21
3
ζxxt = 0. (2.13)
In the absence of η3 terms in the dispersive part of the energy, the higher-order terms present in the CH
equation do not survive in the uni-directionalization process.
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2.4.1 Intermediate Long Wave equation scattering problem
We have, at this point, no reason to believe that the model system or any of its variants are completely
integrable. The purpose of this section is to show that using the infrastructure of the ILW equation would not
be sufficient in providing a method of solution for other weakly nonlinear unidirectional models. Contrast
this with the KdV equation: many systems of the form
qt + 2qrx + qxr +
1
2
rxxx = 0
can be solved by modifying the time-evolution part of the Lax pair for the KdV equation [Ablowitz and
Segur, 1981]:
ψxx + (q + k
2)ψ = 0
ψt + rψx −
rx
2
ψ = 0
in which
r = 2q − 4k2
corresponds with the KdV equation,
r =
∂−1x qt + 1
1− 4k2
with the AKNS shallow water wave model [Ablowitz et al., 1974], and so on: modest changes in the location
of the spectral parameter k results in different integrable equations. For changes in the position of the spectral
parameter within the scattering part of the Lax pair, even more equations are available. For the ILW, no such
freedom exists, as we will show by a short calculation.
In any case, though the ILW equation fails to capture the dynamics of large-amplitude internal waves, it
bears repeating the process by which one solves the equation and how this process might be generalized. We
begin with the scattering and inverse scattering problems solved in [Kodama et al., 1982], which is framed as
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a Lax pair (or zero-curvature condition) given by
iv+x + uv
+ = λv+ + µv−
iv±t = A
±v±xx +B
±v±x + C
±v±
with v± the wave functions and v+ + v− = iT [v+ − v−], and the coefficients A±, B±, C± as yet undeter-
mined.
Cross-differentiating gives
−v+xt = −iutv+ − iuv+t + iλv+t + iµv−t
−v±tx = iA±v±xxx + iA±x v±xx + iB±x v±x + iB±v±xx + iC±x v± + iC±v±x
The first line is rewritten as
−v+xt = −iutv+ +−iuv+t + iλv+t + iµv−t
= −iutv+ − u
(
A+v+xx +B
+v+x + C
+v+
)
+ λ
(
A+v+xx +B
+v+x + C
+v+
)
+ · · ·
+ µ
(
A−v−xx +B
−v−x + C
−v−
)
= −iutv+ − u
(
A+v+xx +B
+v+x + C
+v+
)
+ λ
(
A+v+xx +B
+v+x + C
+v+
)
+ · · ·
+
(
A−(iv+x + uv
+ − λv+)xx +B−(iv+x + uv+ − λv+)x + · · ·
+C−(iv+x + uv
+ − λv+)
)
−v+xt = iA−v+xxx + (iB− −A+(u− λ) +A−(u− λ))v+xx + · · ·
+
(
−B+(u− λ) + 2A−ux +B−(u− λ) + iC−
)
v+x + · · ·
+
(
−C+(u− λ) +A−uxx +B−ux + C−(u− λ)
)
v+
while the second line is rewritten as
−v+tx = iA+v+xxx + i(A+x +B+)v+xx + i(B+x + C+)v+x + iC+x v+.
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In order to ensure v+tx = v
+
xt,
iA− = iA+
iB− −A+(u− λ) +A−(u− λ) = iA+x + iB+
−B+(u− λ) + 2A−ux +B−(u− λ) + iC− = iB+x + iC+
−C+(u− λ) +A−uxx +B−ux + C−(u− λ) = iC+x
Now, in addition to the consistency conditions given, the evolution equations v±t = F
±[v±] must be consistent
with one another in the sense that
T [v+t − v−t ] = T [v+ − v−]t = (v+ + v−)t = F+[v+] + F−[v−] = T
[
F+[v+]− F−[v−]
]
so that the last equality restrict the form of A±, B±, C±. For example,
2T
[
A+v+ −A−v−
]
= T
[
A+(v+ − v−) + (A+ −A−)v− +A−(v+ − v−) + (A+ −A−)v+
]
= T
[
(A+ +A−)(v+ − v−) + (A+ −A−)(v+ + v−)
]
= T
[
(A+ +A−)(v+ − v−) + (A+ −A−)T [v+ − v−]
]
2(A+v+ +A−v−) = (A+ −A−)(v+ − v−) + (A+ +A−)(v+ + v−)
= (A+ −A−)(v+ − v−) + (A+ +A−)T [v+ − v−]
Now, one of the properties of the T operator is
T [fT [g] + gT [f ]] = −fg + T [f ]T [g]
which is a direct consequence of the sum rule for its Fourier symbol, hyperbolic cotangent:
coth(k + l) =
coth(k) coth(l) + 1
coth(k) + coth(l)
.
Thus, a requirement for consistency is that T [A+ −A−] differs from A+ +A− by at most a constant, and in
particular, A+ = A− is only possible for constant A = A+ = A−. This gives the only possible evolution
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equation as
ut + 2uux + T uxx = 0
which is the ILW equation. Contrast this with the KdV Lax pair which is not nearly so restrictive and allows
for many possible choices for the coefficients while remaining consistent in the time evolution. In addition,
modifications to the location of the spectral parameter allow for other integrable shallow water equations
like the Camassa-Holm equation [Camassa et al., 1994] and the KdV-like equations of [Wadati et al., 1980].
We can, however, suggest more accurate equations that fit into the same scattering regime by replacing u
with a different term that better reflects the physical system; this may be the easiest way to replicate CH
with non-local variables. Indeed, the modified intermediate long wave equation (mILW) follows this exact
procedure by replacing u→ u+ eu + T [u]x following the Bäcklund transform procedure. Of course, this is
not a physical justification, but could serve as a guide when choosing among many asymptotically equivalent
models.
2.4.2 Matsuno’s equation
A little-known model for internal waves in the deep regime, which is asymptotically equivalent to the
ILW equation, was first presented in [Matsuno, 1990]. Matsuno used, as a starting point, the so-called Hirota
bilinear operator
Dmt D
n
xf(x, t) · g(x, t) ≡
(
∂
∂t
− ∂
∂t′
)(
∂
∂x
− ∂
∂x′
)
f(x, t)g(x′, t′)
∣∣∣∣
t=t′,x=x′
which is suited to finding multi-soliton interactions, Bäcklund transforms, and inverse scattering problems,
and as such writing an equation in bilinear form is tantamount (though not entirely sufficient) to finding that
the equation is integrable. Indeed, the ILW equation can, through the change of variables ζ = ∂x ln
(
f+
f−
)
,
where f±(x, t) = f(x± ih2, t), be written in Hirota form as
(
iDt + ic0Dx +D
2
x
)
f+ · f− = 0
in which we use the property iT [f+ − f−] = f+ + f−. Matsuno wrote an analogous equation
(iDt + ic0Dx −DxDt) f+ · f− = 0
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which in the “physical” potential variable φ, φx = ζ, is
φt + c0φx + φxφt + T φxt = 0. (2.14)
This equation is accurate in the same range of asymptotic validity as the ILW equation; to see this, write the
ILW in terms of the potential φ and exchange one of the ∂x operators in the nonlinear and dispersive terms
with −∂t.
All of the reasoning in this section parallels that of the shallow water case; in that case the competing
models are the AKNS shallow water model and the model of Hirota and Satsuma [Hirota and Satsuma, 1976]
Dx(Dt +D
2
xDt)f · f = 0 (2.15)
where u = ∂2x log f . Changing the D
3
xDt term to D
4
x recovers the KdV equation. Indeed, the exchange
of spatial and temporal derivatives in highest-order terms without compromising asymptotic validity of a
model was the idea in deriving the Benjamin-Bona-Mahoney (BBM, or “regularized long wave”) equation
[Benjamin et al., 1972] for shallow water waves. Such equations have more stable (and more physical)
high-frequency waves, so studying the dynamics of these regularized models is well-worth the effort.
One will notice immediately that equation (2.14) has a linearized dispersion relation much closer to that
of the fully nonlinear model than that of the ILW. Less obvious, however, is that there does not seem to be any
Lagrangian or Hamiltonian formulation of the Matsuno and Hirota-Satsuma equations. This lends a certain
unphysical flavor to these models that may or may not be objectionable. Hirota’s method gives a procedure
for finding conserved quantities, so losing the opportunity to appeal to Noether’s theorem is not damning
from the perspective of conservation laws. Equation (2.14) does seem to be completely integrable, as it has
an infinite sequence of conserved quantities in involution and a Lax pair. The scattering and inverse scattering
problems produced by Matsuno are far more complicated even than that of the ILW, and are as yet unsolved.
Despite these shortcomings, we find it worthwhile to mention this more physically accurate, if “unphysical”
in its apparent absence of a variational formulation, integrable alternative to the ILW.
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CHAPTER 3
NUMERICAL METHOD FOR SOLVING MODEL EQUATIONS
This chapter will produce a somewhat general numerical method of solving the initial value problem for
the deep internal wave model developed in chapter 2. Since the deep internal wave model falls into a class of
equations with essentially the same Hamiltonian structure, and the Hamiltonian momentum variable will be
essential to our numerical method, this chapter will be somewhat general.
The dispersive shallow water equations, such as the Green-Naghdi (equation (B.1)) and Boussinesq
(equation (B.3)) systems, have no known analytical method for solving the initial value problem. The deep
internal wave model of interest, with its nonlocal operator, adds an extra complication. We therefore resort
to a numerical method for solving the initial value problem for the model. The method proposed in this
chapter is fast, accurate, and flexible: it works for any of the dispersive systems mentioned above, and does
not depend on a specific time-integrator.
We will use pseudospectral representations of spatial operators. Pseudospectral methods are known to
fail for shock formation, breaking waves, and other discontinuous solutions. This also does not trouble us
too much as such high-frequency behavior is inconsistent with the long wave assumption. Furthermore, the
vertical variations in density and velocity that would be of interest when studying breaking internal waves
from a physical perspective have been averaged out by making an assumption of two layers for our model.
In other words, this numerical method is expected to fail in the same cases where use of the model itself is
inappropriate. The wealth of resources for solving the non-dispersive shallow water equations (SWE) means
we are not troubled that the method presented here fails for its most trivial, albeit pathological, case. To
incorporate topography complicates the system slightly but not in any fundamental way.
The remainder of this chapter is divided into four sections. The first section discusses shallow water
systems with a general, but still physical, dispersive term. The section following lays out the the numerical
method in detail. Section 3.3 gives some sample simulations of salient initial conditions. The last section is a
systematic convergence analysis study for the initial conditions we will us for comparisons with experiments
in chapter 4.
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3.1 Dispersive shallow water systems
Throughout this chapter, we will not look too closely at the specifics of the dispersive term beyond
some mild, physically relevant assumptions. Treatment of general dispersion relations is not new; Whitham
[Whitham, 1974] considered weakly nonlinear models for water waves
ζt + αζζx +
∫
R
K(x− x′)ζ(x′, t)x′dx′ = 0 (3.1)
(here in non-dimensionalized form) for an even function K which characterizes the linearized dispersion
relation
c(k) = F [K](k).
The weakly nonlinear models (equations (2.11), (2.9), (2.10)) are all instances of Whitham equations, and
they are the only known integrable cases. (In fact, Joseph [Joseph, 1977] used the Whitham equation as a
starting point in his derivation of the ILW equation.) Whitham’s insight was to replace the Korteweg-de Vries
integral kernel K̂(k) = 1− ε2k26 , which is really a Taylor expansion of the full dispersion relation for water
waves about k = 0, with the full dispersion relation being
c =
√
tanh(k)
k
.
With Fornberg [Fornberg and Whitham, 1978], Whitham took a step further by approximating the full
dispersion relation as
c =
1
1 + ν−2k2
, ν =
π
2
which is bounded as |k| → ∞ Since this latter integral operator is the Greens function for 1 − ∂2x, the
Fornberg-Whitham equation may be written
(1− ∂2x)(ut + uux) + ux = 0 (3.2)
which is the same as the BBM equation but with an additional O(αε2) term −∂2x(uux). Retaining this term
allows the Fornberg-Whitham equation to model peaked solutions and breaking waves.
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Having briefly discussed the Whitham equation, we now transition to shallow water-type systems with
general dispersion. One way to introduce general dispersion is to alter the dispersive term of the Boussinesq
system as
ηt +∇ · (ηu) = 0
ut + u · ∇u +∇δηU [η] = ∇Mηtt.
(3.3)
which has a linearized dispersion relation
ω2 =
k2
1 + k2M̂
where M̂ is the Fourier symbol of M . We assume M̂ is even as a function of the frequency-space variables
(k1, k2). This is a natural generalization of the Boussinesq case where M̂ ≡ h13 is precisely the Boussinesq
model for shallow water waves, and can be derived, for example, as the weakly nonlinear limit of the
Green-Naghdi system.
The dispersive term manifests as a potential energy term in the expression of the Hamiltonian for these
shallow water-type systems, which take on the general form
∫
η
|u|2
2
+ U [η] + uTMηudx.
Some physical relevant forms for the potential energy U and dispersive term uTMηu are:
U [η] =



g
2(η − 1)2 (gravity)
σ
(√
1 + |∇η|2 − 1
)
(surface tension)
uMηu =



(∇·(ηu))2
3 (Boussinesq)
η3u2x
3 ([Green and Naghdi, 1976])
∇ · (ηu)F−1
[
coth(h2|k|)
|k|
]
∗ ∇ · (ηu) (Equation (2.1))
That M is self-adjoint is crucial to the formulation; it guarantees that the momentum m
m = (η − η∇M∇ · (η·)) u
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is defined by an elliptic operator (provided η > 0) applied to the horizontal velocity. That this operator is
invertible is guaranteed by the Lax-Milgram theorem; once discretized, the representation of the operator as a
symmetric, positive-definite matrix gives access to a suite of numerical tools for solving for u in terms of m
for fixed η. Such generalizations can account for terms that arise from the surface pressure term, which will
be the case for our model of deep internal waves. Note that when M is identically zero the system reduces to
the hyperbolic shallow water equations. We discuss the limitations of the assumption that η > 0 in Appendix
D.
The relationship between m and u (for fixed η and t) is that of a vector-valued Fredholm equation of the
first kind:
m
η
(x) =
∫
R2
K(x, x’)u(x’)dx′
K(x, x’) = δ(x− x’)−F−1
[
kM̂kT
]
(x− x’)η(x’).
Weakly nonlinear Boussinesq systems approximate the η in the definition of the Fredholm kernel as the mean
depth h1, which vastly simplifies the system by making the relationship between momentum and velocity
invertible via Fourier transform.
3.2 Method
The full Hamiltonian representation is unnecessarily verbose. To save time in arithmetic computations,
write the system of equations as:
ηt = −∇ · (ηu) ≡ F [η,u,m]
mt = −∇ · (ηu)η−1m− η∇δηU [η]− ηu · ∇u ≡ G[η,u,m]
m = (η − η∇M [∇ · (η·)]) u
which would be explicit if we had a way of writing u as a function of m and η. There being no known way of
doing so, we use the conjugate gradient method to approximate u in terms of the state variables. Choi et. al
[Choi et al., 2011] employed a similar method to solve a long-wave model for internal waves.
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The discretization of the self-adjoint operator that relates m and u must be symmetric; it is this fact that
allows us to use the conjugate gradient method to calculate the velocity within the error of each time step of
the integrator. Such a restriction is not concerning; it is consistent with the physical expectations regarding
the dispersion relation. With all of the assumptions laid out above, (η − η∇M [∇ · (η·)]) is a self-adjoint
operator and the conjugate gradient method [Atkinson, 2008] may be used to approximate u from m and η.
The conjugate gradient method will terminate after the error is smaller than the error of the time-
stepping method itself. Settling for a lower-order time-stepping method therefore requires substantially fewer
computations, as the conjugate gradient procedure is the bottleneck for the code. We choose, as an initial
guess for the conjugate gradient method, the last known value of u. As changes are only on the order of a
timestep, convergence is fairly fast: a single-digit number of iterations per timestep ∆t is typical.
Let u = CG[η,m; ε] represent the conjugate gradient solution the momentum-velocity relationship for
fixed m, η within error ε. Then each step of the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method, which is the one we
implemented, will take the form
au = CG [η,m; ε]
aη = dtF [η,u,m]
am = dtG [η,u,m]
bu = CG
[
η +
aη
2
,m +
am
2
; ε
]
bη = dtF
[
η +
aη
2
,u +
au
2
,m +
am
2
]
bm = dtG
[
η +
aη
2
,u +
au
2
,m +
am
2
]
cu = CG
[
η +
bη
2
,m +
bm
2
; ε
]
cη = dtF
[
η +
bη
2
,u +
bu
2
,m +
bm
2
]
cm = dtG
[
η +
bη
2
,u +
bu
2
,m +
bm
2
]
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du = CG [η + cη,m + cm; ε]
dη = dtF [η + cη,u + cu,m + cm]
dm = dtG [η + cη,u + cu,m + cm]
η ← η + aη + 2(bη + cη) + dη
6
m← m + am + 2(bm + cm) + dm
6
u← CG [η,m; ε]
and ε = (∆t)5 to preserve the accuracy of the method.
That M has a known Fourier symbol is essential to the rapid computation of the conjugate gradient
method. General non-local operators on a discretized n1×n2 grid will requireO(n21n22) operations at each iter-
ation, while the fast Fourier transform (FFT) allows there to be calculated in O (n1n2(log2(n1) + log2(n2)))
which is a dramatic improvement. We expect that coupling this with a parallelizable FFT method allows
computations to scale similarly to lower-order methods.
The physical dispersion relation works to the advantage of the numerical model with respect to the
Courant-Friedrichs-Lax (CFL) condition. Following Trefethen’s rule of thumb [Trefethen, 2000], we restrict
the timestep times the eigenvalues of the linearized spatial discretization operator to the domain of stability
of the time integrator. But the linearized spatial discretization is just the dispersion relation evaluated on the
spectral modes. Thus the physical dispersion relation, which bounds the dispersion relation, is also favorable
for numerical simulations. By contrast, equations with unbounded dispersion relations must take extra steps
to circumvent unfavorable CFL conditions, for example by the use of an integrating factor [Milewski and
Tabak, 1999].
Two boundary conditions of interest are easily implemented. The first, periodic, are immediate from
using the Fourier transform. No-flux boundary conditions, on the other hand, can be accomplished by
mirroring the domain and doubling the number of spatial nodes used. Then the cosine transform can be used
for η and the sine transform for u to maintain n · ∇η = 0 and u = 0 on the relevant boundary conditions.
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3.3 Results
This section will present samples of numerical solutions to the model system that show that the numerical
scheme developed above is suited to our purposes. The goal of this section is not to test the method rigorously;
that project is reserved the following section. Instead, we conduct representative tests for initial conditions
relevant to the study of solitary waves.
Our implementation borrows heavily from Trefethen [Trefethen, 2000], especially sample code p27. We
implemented the method in Matlab 2017b and ran the code on the author’s 1.7 GHz Intel Core i7, 8 GB 1600
MHz DDR3 MacBook Air with macOS Mojave as well as UNC’s LongLeaf supercomputing cluster. We will
test the method in two ways: first, the accuracy of the method for traveling wave solutions (in one horizontal
dimension), and the method’s ability to maintain conserved quantities for two horizontal dimensions. All of
the code from this section can be found in Appendix E.
Shown in figure 3.1 is the evolution of the model equations with square well potential initial conditions
that mirror the experimental set-up. The domain and parameters are set to L = 18m, h1 = .15m, h2 = 2.00m,
ρ1 = .999 g/cc, ρ2 = 1.022 g/cc, and the initial condition
u(x, 0) = 0
η(x, 0) =



5h1 |x| ≤ .56
h1 |x| > .56.
(3.4)
The emerging solitary wave is clear, but so too are the small-amplitude linear dispersive emanations from
near the initial disturbance. The excitation of the highest modes should not be too concerning as they are
present in the physical system and necessary from the dam-break initial condition. We emphasize that the
apparently non-smooth solution is purely an artifact of the non-smooth initial condition and that smoother
initial conditions do not display the same behavior. In particular, the small oscillations are not the result of
aliasing errors or any other type of instability; they are a direct consequence of our choice of initial condition,
which is itself a reflection of the experimental set-up explained in the next chapter.
Also worth mentioning is that η was never observed to become negative, which is crucial to the
convergence of our model and an interesting physical and mathematical problem addressed in appendix D.
If η < 0 at any point, the mass-momentum relationship becomes ill-posed; from a physical standpoint, η
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Figure 3.1: Evolution of η (top) and u (bottom) as dictated by the model for a square well potential initial
condition (equation (3.4)). Here 256 modes were used and the maximum time is 50 seconds.
negative would mean the fluid interface penetrates the boundary. Figure 3.2 demonstrates that we are safe
from this issue for the same simulation as in figure 3.1.
Traveling wave solutions, which are solutions that depend only on x− ct for a fixed wave speed c, are of
particular interest. To reiterate, traveling wave solutions satisfy equation (2.6) which are special solutions
of the model system (2.1). The non-local operator prevents us from expressing the traveling wave solution
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Figure 3.2: The evolution for the minimum of η over the entire domain with the square well initial condition
(equation (3.4)). The plot shows that η never becomes negative in the simulation here; indeed, η was never
observed to become negative.
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Figure 3.3: Evolution of a traveling wave solution (equation (2.6)) with cc0 = 1.3.
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exactly, so we resort to finding an approximate solution using the Newton-Raphson iteration (appendix E,
section E.3) on a discretized domain for the initial condition. We tested one traversal of the domain (pictured
in figure 3.4) with a traveling wave solution with cc0 = 1.3 which is far into the nonlinear regime. The method
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Figure 3.4: L2 error in computing traveling wave solution with wave speed cc0 = 1.3.
clearly does well for the traveling wave solution, as depicted in the figure 3.3.
3.4 Convergence Analysis
The purpose of this section is to determine the convergence properties of the numerical method. Three
implementations, which vary based on how they calculate spatial derivatives, are compared with successively
increasing spatial resolution and with one another. The three methods for calculating derivatives under study
are the second-order finite difference and pseudo-spectral with and without de-aliasing.
The finite difference method uses the approximation
∂f
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=xn
=
f(xn + dx)− f(xn − dx)
2dx
+O(dx2)
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to calculate partial derivatives in the spatial coordinate x; for uniform grids xn+1 = xn + dx this can be
calculated very quickly. The second-order accuracy is far less than the pseudo-spectral method
∂f
∂x
≈ F−1 [−ik · F [f ]] (3.5)
where F (F−1) is the (inverse) Fourier transform, k are the discretized wavenumbers, and f is evaluated on a
uniform discrete domain. This method of computing derivatives has “spectral accuracy” in which the error
scales exponentially with the resolution at the cost of an extra factor of the logarithm of the number of grid
points when calculating the (fast) Fourier transform.
Time is not the only sacrifice with using the spectral method, however, as pictured in figure 3.5. Interac-
tions of highest-order modes— which are guaranteed to be excited by near-square-well initial conditions—
that occur as result of the discretization produce “aliasing” instabilities [Trefethen, 2000]. These instabilities
manifest as high-frequency oscillations that grow rapidly after some simulation time. In order to combat
these instabilities, the highest-frequency one third of modes are truncated in the calculation of derivatives
[Patterson Jr and Orszag, 1971]. Though this does cost some of the accuracy of the method, it is well-worth it
to preserve stability. From a physical standpoint, damping the highest-frequency modes is actually consistent
with reality since this is the qualitative effect of viscosity, which we have neglected entirely before now.
Aliasing errors appears in the simulation with 1024 nodes, but is corrected by the de-aliasing method. Still,
512 nodes is the highest-available accuracy for the non-de-aliased pseudo-spectral implementation.
In order to assess the convergence, each of the three methods are run with the same initial conditions for
a simulation time of 50 seconds. The initial conditions for these simulations are all discretizations of the
function
u(x, 0) = 0
η(x, 0) = .15 +
(1 + tanh(10(x+ .56)))(1 + tanh(−10(x− .56))
16
;
(3.6)
where x ∈ [−9, 9] and periodic boundary conditions. For each of the methods, the lower-resolution runs are
compared to the highest-resolution run evaluated on a sub-grid of equal size to the lower-resolution in order to
directly compare solutions. We track the L2 error of both η and u and see clearly that the theoretical accuracy
of the method is manifested in figure 3.6. The finite difference method shows near-perfect second-order
accuracy, while both pseudo-spectral methods have spectral accuracy. The non-de-aliased pseudo-spectral
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ŋ
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Figure 3.5: Simulation results for the initial conditions given by equation (3.6) with 1024 nodes. Top: no
de-aliasing; instabilities are seen at later times. Bottom: de-aliasing used for calculating derivatives; no
instabilities appear.
method shows slightly faster convergence, but of course eventually displays instabilities not present in the
de-aliased version.
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Figure 3.6: Plot of errors relative to 1024 node simulation. Horizontal axis: number of nodes as a fraction of
1024, vertical axis: L2 error of η (squares) and u (circles). Dotted: finite difference, solid: pseudo-spectral,
no de-aliasing, dashed: pseudo-spectral with de-aliasing. Solid bar: reference for second-order convergence.
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CHAPTER 4
VALIDATION OF THE MODEL
We have, in the previous two chapters, developed a model (chapter 2) and a numerical method for solving
it (chapter 3). For convenience, we report the model system again here, this time in one spatial dimension:
ηt + (ηu)x = 0
ut + u ux +
(
ρ2
ρ1
− 1
)
gηx = −
ρ2
ρ1
T ηtt
(2.1)
and refer to this system as “the model” throughout this chapter. We will consider both the initial value
problem to this system as well as the theoretical predictions of traveling wave solutions.
In order to achieve our goal of finding a model for large-amplitude internal waves, we must compare the
properties of our equation with measured quantities from waves produced in the laboratory. We will use the
additional comparison modality of simulation of the Euler equations with variable density, which will also
serve as a way to confirm our measurements. The results from this chapter were reported fully in [Camassa
et al., 2018b].
The first two sections of this chapter are devoted to the details of the experimental methods and the
VarDen simulations, respectively. Although the ocean and other natural density stratifications are often
discussed in terms of distinct layers, stratification based on heat and salt are continuous and therefore any
two-layer model will be a limited approximation. Before comparing the (two-layer) model to the inherently
continuous experiments and VarDen simulations, then, we must determine the parameters for the model that
best capture that the continuous background density stratification. This optimal parameter selection method
is contained in section 4.3, and is the first known instance of such a method for internal waves in the deep
regime.
Finally, we compare the experiments, VarDen simulations, and the model. The first step is to examine the
“local” fluid quantities; that is, we directly compare the fluid velocity and density between the experiments
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and VarDen simulations. Having corroborated these measurements, we proceed to comparing the “global”
properties of the solitary wave between the experiments, VarDen simulations, and the model.
Each experimental run comes from a set of initial conditions in background stratification and in dam
height. These experiments provide the initial conditions for the initial value problem for the Euler equations
in the case of the VarDen simulations and the model system with the numerical solver from the previous
chapter. As an additional point of comparison, the theoretical traveling wave solutions to the Euler equations
and of the model are used as a reference point for the dam-break-generated waves.
4.1 Experimental Methods
This section details the experimental methods used to generate and measure the properties of solitary
internal waves. These experiments add to the literature in a few key ways. First, in keeping with the goal
of modeling large-amplitude internal waves in the ocean, our experiments use miscible fluids (fresh and
salt water) in the deep regime, which has not been studied experimentally before. The waves produced in
our experiments extended deeply into the fully nonlinear regime, achieving amplitudes multiple times the
thickness of the upper layer, which has also not been reported. The size of the UNC wave tank (figure 4.1)—
and that of that of the deep section in particular— has allowed us to create internal waves on a physical scale
not yet tested. Finally, we were able to track the evolution of internal waves through a co-moving camera
set-up, which continuously measures fluid properties at the wave propagates down the tank.
To augment our laboratory work, we also compare the model to simulations of the stratified Euler
equations which serves further as a cross-validation of the experiments. Experiments were performed in the
UNC Joint Applied Math and Marine Sciences fluids laboratory. The central feature in the facility is the
modular wave tank, which has a deep section with dimensions 3× 9× .75m, a long section 1× 27× .75m,
and a wide section 1× 9× 9m. Sections of the tanks are separated by watertight mechanical gates. The entire
tank is lifted off the floor and has a false bottom for the purposes of imaging or illumination. Salt water is
stored and mixed in six 23 cubic meter brining tanks (not shown). The initial condition for the experiments is
that of a dam break. A mass of fresh water was contained behind a gate spanning the width of the tank at a
distance of .56m from the end of the deep section. The gate itself was thin sheetmetal, 80cm in height, and
attached via a wire to a motorized cart and guided by 80/20 frames. To simulate the dam break, the gate was
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Figure 4.1: UNC wave tank, deep section and deep and long sections together. The moving cart set-up is
shown at the bottom. (Courtesy of M. Hurley.)
Figure 4.2: Picture of a test run of the experiment. The purple dye is visible on the right, which fluoresces
orange under the 532nm laser light. Vertical blue lines are I-beams supporting the half-inch thick glass and
are each separated by 12 inches. Actual experiments were conducted with the lab darkened so as to increase
luminescent contrast.
lowered into the deep part of the fluid (or raised, in the case of the experiments using the long section of the
tank) and the mass of fresh water allowed to propagated down the tank.
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We performed experiments in the deep section as well as the combined deep and long sections, with
respective total depths of 2.15m and .77m. After pouring the salt water mixture to the necessary height,
freshwater (dyed, as explained below, and pictured in figure 4.2) was poured from a reservoir through floating
diffusers to minimize mixing between the fresh and salt layers. Density profiles (reported in figure 4.4)
were measured by Orion TetraCon 325 conductivity probe with WTW Cond 197l conductivity meter, and
corroborated with an Anton-Paar DM35 densitometer. Once the upper layer had been poured completely, the
fresh water was poured behind the dam gate only to various depths ranging from 20cm to 60cm beyond the
depth of the fresh layer outside of the dam.
We used particle image velocimetry (PIV) to measure fluid velocity. In order to do so, the fluid was
seeded with LaVision polydisperse polyethyline particles (10-100 µm in diameter) by mixing in the brining
tanks and by spraying as the top layer was poured. In order to reconstruct the fluid velocity, the open source
Matlab program DPIVsoft was used to process images.
Meanwhile, laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) was used to measure density. Fresh water in the upper layer
was dyed with .066 µL/liter BrightDyes Rhodamine WT, which fluoresces under laser illumination. The
intensity of the luminescence was taken to be an ansatz for density. A Litron 532nm wavelength Nd:Yag
diode pumped double cavity laser was used to illuminate the fluid in the otherwise darkened laboratory. The
laser was double-pulsed at 3 Hz with 100mJ pulses for a double-exposure of 20ms successive frames.
Images were captured with four GigE Bobcat B3320 Imperx 8Mpx CCD cameras. Cameras used a
532nm filter for PIV and a 583nm filter for LIF. The capture timing was governed by a Stanford Research
DG535 pulse generator. The laser itself was mounted 6.56m from the end of the tank (6m from dam gate)
underneath the false bottom and shone upwards using a splitter to separate the laser beam into a sheet through
the center of the length of the tank. Sample measurements from both LIF and PIV data are pictured in
figure 4.3.
In addition to the fixed measurements, we mounted the laser and camera rig on a motorized cart. The
motorized cart followed the wave at a fixed speed and measured long-time evolution. In order to capture the
wave in-frame, we held the cart stationary until the crest has passed initiating movement. The speed of the
cart was set to 110% of the speed of the largest KdV soliton emerging from a square-well potential matching
that of the dam dimensions so that the cart could catch up to a wave once it passed the initial stationary
position. Results from this set-up are depicted in figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.3: Density (blue-yellow) and horizontal and vertical velocities (red-blue) profiles as determine by
LIF and PIV data, respectively. Top three: long regime, bottom: deep regime.
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4.2 Numerical Methods
To add another element to the validation of the model we conduct simulations of the stratified Euler
equations in two dimensions
ρt + uρx + wρz = 0
ut + uux + wuz = −
px
ρ
wt + uwx + wwz = −
pz
ρ
+ g
ux + wz = 0
(4.1)
which comprise of conservation of mass, conservation of momentum horizontally and vertically, and incom-
pressibility respectively.
These equations are discretized and solved using the software VarDen [Almgren et al., 1998] with initial
conditions replicating the experiments (for a sample of the initial conditions used in a typical simulation, see
appendix G). The numerical strategy of the VarDen code uses a second-order accurate projection method and
a second-order predictor-corrector scheme for time integration. Both time-step and spatial mesh are adaptive
with a base mesh discretization of ∆x ≈ 0.44cm and ∆x ≈ 0.30cm in the deep and long cases respectively.
We take a brief digression to discuss a specific class of solutions to system (4.1). A solution to these
equations which are steady in a frame moving at constant velocity c describe traveling solitary internal waves
with continuous stratification. Such waves are given as solutions to the Dubreil-Jacotin-Long (DJL) equation:
∇2ψ + ρ
′(ψ)
ρ(ψ)
( |∇ψ|2
2
+ gz
)
=
ρ′(ψ)
ρ(ψ)
(
ψ
c
+
c2
g
)
(4.2)
in terms of the scalar streamfunction ψ(x, z). Here, the traveling wave speed c acts as an eigenvalue for
the nonlinear elliptic problem above. This equation is discussed in more detail and related to variational
principles in Appendix C. The DJL equation will be used as a point of comparison in figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7
to provide a way of assessing how close experimentally generated solitary waves are to true traveling wave
solutions.
Return now to the VarDen simulations. The spatial domain chosen to match exactly the dimensions of
each of the two experimental regimes: (x, z) ∈ [0, 2.25]× [0, 9] in the deep case and (x, z) ∈ [0, .77]× [0, 27]
in the long. Boundary conditions are taken to be free-slip, no-flux walls including the top of the domain, this
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rigid lid assumption being the most significant departure of the simulations from the experiments; this is
expected to be negligible given the bounds on density difference. Sample inputs for the VarDen code are
given in Appendix G.
The initial conditions for the dam-break are approximated using a hyperbolic tangent function profile
given by
ρ(x, z) = ρ
(
z − Hgate
2
(1 + tanh (Wgate − x))
)
,
where ρ(z) is the background density, Wgate the width of the gate (fixed at 56 cm in both experiments and
simulations) and Hgate is the depth of the fluid behind the gate beyond the rest state. The background density
ρ is assumed to be a hyperbolic tangent functions and least-squares best-fit to match the density profile
measured before each experiment. The background density stratification was set as a hyperbolic tangent of
the form
ρ(z) = ρ0 +
∆ρ
2
(
1 + tanh
(
z − z0
δ
))
,
where ρ0 = 0.999g/cc is the reference density of the fresh water, measured at room temperature at T = 23oC,
∆ρ is the maximum density difference measured between the top and the bottom of the tank, δ is used to
define the thickness of the pycnocline and z0 is the height of the inflection point of the density profile. For
each experimental initial condition, we used the least-squares best-fit parameters to match the measured
density profile. In order to extract salient wave information we used DataTank and the script contained in
appendix H. Comparisons between the experimentally measured density profiles and the background densities
used in simulations are pictured in figure 4.4.
4.3 Determination of Model Parameters
Since the stratification of the ocean is continuous, the experimental and numerical validation of the
model should be also. Our goal, though, is to use the model system (2.1) to make predictions about the
properties of internal waves in the continuously stratified water. As the model was derived in the setting of two
immiscible layers of respective densities ρ1, ρ2 and mean depths h1, h2, we must find a way of representing
the continuous density stratification as a two-layer system. There is no immediately obvious way, however,
of determining the two-layer model parameters from the background continuous density stratification. The
purpose of this section is to determine ρ1, ρ2, and h1 in the context of the model from the background density
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Fig. 2 Background density profiles for simulations extracted from the experiment and used in both numerical simulations
and DJL calculations. (a) Initial profiles normalized with respect to the reference profile B(z) = (tanh(4(x + 1))  1)/2 in the
deep configuration and (b) in the long configuration. (c) Details of the background stratification showing the variability of the
height and thickness of the pycnocline between experiments for the deep regime. Left inset: long configuration. Right inset:
deep configuration.
were collected every centimeter and interpolated to cal-
culate the corresponding density profile. These initial
vertical profiles of density are shown in figure 2(a-c) for
both the deep and the long section. In particular, with
⇢(z) the density at the vertical location z, and  ⇢ the
total density variation from bottom to top (with ref-
erence density ⇢0 being the minimum density), we de-
note hereafter the renormalized density profile by B(z),
where
B(z) =
⇢(z)  ⇢0
 ⇢
; (1)
this is shown in figure 2(a) in the case of the deep con-
figuration and 2(b) for the long/shallow configuration.
The top layer was dyed with 0.066 µL per liters of
water using BrightDyes R  Rhodamine WT and Lavision R 
near neutrally buoyant polydisperse polyethylene PIV
particles with diameters in the range [10:100] µm were
mixed in a separate tank and sprayed over the free sur-
face and left to slowly settle across the layers to seed the
experiment. Note that the settling speed was several or-
ders of magnitude smaller than the speed of the waves.
The laser was double-pulsed at 3Hz while image pairs
were recorded by mean of double exposure with a 20ms
di↵erence between two successive frames. The camera
set-up was centered at 2.46m from the end of the tank,
or 15m from the end of the long experiments. The pur-
pose of this location was to capture a well-developed
(i.e. su ciently separated from the wake) solitary wave
while minimizing end e↵ects.
In our experimental facility, the salt water is recy-
cled after each experiment. It is sent to a reverse os-
mosis unit which separates the salt component, and is
subsequently filtered using a carbon and UV filters. The
recycled water out of the reverse osmosis unit is then
sent to 15 storage tanks containing up to 23m3 of brine
(six tanks) and fresh water (nine tanks).
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this is shown in figure 2(a) in the case of the de p con-
figuration and 2(b) for the long/shallow confi uration.
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water using BrightDyes R  Rhodamin WT and Lavision R 
near neutrally buoyant polydisperse polyethylene PIV
particles with di meters in the range [10:100] µm were
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were recorded by mean f dou le exposure with a 20ms
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or 15m from the end of the long xperiments. The pur-
pose of this location was to capture a well-developed
(i.e. su ciently separated from the wake) solitary wave
while minimizing end e↵ects.
In our experime tal facility, the salt water is recy-
cled af er each experiment. It is s nt to a rever os-
mosis unit which separates the salt component, and is
subsequently filtered using a carbon and UV filters. The
recycled water out of the reverse osmosis unit is then
sent to 15 storag tanks containing up to 23m3 of brine
(six tanks) and fresh water (nine tanks).
Figure 4.4: Measured background density profiles; deep (left) and long (right) configurations. All measure-
ments are scaled and centered to be compared with a sample hyperbolic tangent profile, which will be the
template for numerical simulations.. Detail of initial density profiles for the simulations. Insets: full density
profiles for long (left)and deep (right) regimes.
stratification; the lower fluid depth h2 = H − h1 is automatic as the total depth of the fluid does not change.
In fact, only the d nsity ratio ρ2ρ1 appears in the model, making the density ratio and h1 the only real “free”
parameters.
We deviate slightly from the work of Camassa and Tiron [Camassa and Tiron, 2011], as matching the
masses and potential energy in each layer as suggested in that paper proves immensely sensitive and can give
unphysical results without much provocation. To resolve this we turn to the weakly nonlinear unidirectional
theory alluded to in the introdu tion. Although the ILW equation is the proper weakly nonlinear unidirectional
model for our parameter regime, the experiments of Koop and Butler [Koop and Butler, 1981] suggest that
the KdV equation will bett r predict experime tal r sults. Benney [Ben ey, 1966] derive the KdV equation
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in the context of a continuously stratified fluid bounded between rigid horizontal plates and finds that the
coefficient c1 for the nonlinear term is
c1 = −
3
2
∫ h1
−h2 ρ(z)F
′(z)3dz
∫ h1
−h2 ρ(z)F
′(z)2dz
,
where F is first eigenfunction of the Sturm-Liouville problem
(
ρ(z)F ′(z)
)′ − gρ
′(z)
c̃2
F (z) = 0 (4.3)
with the boundary conditions F (−h2) = F (h1) = 0. The first eigenvalue 1c̃2 of this Sturm-Liouville problem
gives the speed c̃ of linear waves in the background density stratification ρ(z). On the other hand, the weakly
nonlinear unidirectional limit of the model equations has a nonlinear coefficient of − 3c02h1 . The two relations
c0 = c̃, and the equality of the nonlinear coefficients, furnish values for the two-layer parameters h1 and
ρ2
ρ1
. Solving these three algebraic equations using Mathematica 10.1 for the best-fit profiles shown in the
previous section gives us the parameters we need to compare the model directly to the experiments and
VarDen simulations.
The details of Benney’s paper, as well as the original derivations of ILW [Kubota et al., 1978] and BO
[Ono, 1975] equations, deserve a brief comment. In each case, the respective authors begin by expanding
the streamfunction for a two-dimensional incompressible fluid using the weakly nonlinear and long wave
assumptions. At leading order, the t-x dynamics separate from the vertical coordinate z, and this vertical
component is the eigenfunction determined by the above equation. For ILW and BO case, the problem is
modified in the boundary conditions so that limz→∞ F ′(z) = 0, as the streamfunction is expanded in the
active layer. The equations themselves, then, govern the “streamfunction amplitude” and are determined by
maintaining the consistency between the mass and vorticity dynamics to first order in the small parameters.
4.4 Results and discussion
To vary the amplitude of experimentally produced solitary waves, the amount of fresh water held behind
the gate changed between experimental runs. The background density stratification also varied slightly
between trials; these stratifications are shown in figure 4.4. From each of these experimental initial conditions,
we set up the same initial conditions and density stratification in the case of the VarDen simulations, and the
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corresponding initial conditions and physical parameters in the case of the model. Thus we conduct directly
comparable “experiments” in the lab, with the Euler equations, and with the model equations.
The other point of comparison is the theoretical traveling wave solutions with those waves observed in
the physical experiments and simulations. Traveling wave solutions moving at a fixed speed c are those that
depend on the single independent variable X = x − ct and correspond to the DJL equation for the Euler
equations and equation (2.6). The comparison between each of the different types of “experiments,” and with
the corresponding traveling wave solutions will constitute the rest of this chapter.
This section is divided into two subsections based on two perspectives on internal wave properties. The
first are the “local” fluid properties, that is, the fluid velocity and density. The methods of investigation in
this case are the experiments, the VarDen simulations, and the DJL solutions. The latter part studies the
“global” wave properties or amplitude, wave speed, and effective wavelength. These solitary wave properties
are extracted from experiments, VarDen simulations, as well as model simulations and the true traveling wave
solutions to the model. It is this last section that serves as the ultimate test for the model system (2.1) at
predicting the properties of large-amplitude solitary internal waves.
Part of the challenge in comparing the experimental and numerical data (and with the model, as below) is
making sure that we are actually comparing the same quantities. It is easiest, in numerical data, to extract
results from a “global” viewpoint at a fixed time, but this is not equivalent to the experimental view in a fixed
position that decidedly does not capture the entire wave at a fixed instant in time. The images in figure 4.3 are
somewhat deceptive in that they are not “snapshots” of an entire wave profile as in the photograph figure 4.2,
but are rather reconstructed assuming the shape of the wave does not change while traversing the cameras’
view. In order to extract data from VarDen and the model in the proper manner, we fix a point in space
centered as with the cameras and observe the evolution at this point in space as a time series (see Appendix
G). Having matched the initial conditions, background density parameters, and measurement technique as
closely as possible, we proceed in the comparison of the experiments, VarDen simulations, and the model.
4.4.1 Local fluid quantities
First, we compare the experimental measurements with the Euler equations simulations. The figures 4.5
and 4.6 show a direct comparison between experimental measurements (data points) with VarDen simulations
(dotted lines) in the deep and long regimes, respectively. The measurements are in strikingly close agreement,
as the experimental and simulated date need not be scaled in any way (except through non-dimensionalization)
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Fig. 4 Example of velocity profiles u(z) and density profiles
b(z) extracted from the PIV and LIF profiles at the center of
the wave measured at x/h = 65 from the gate for the deep
case (a), at x/h = 85 from the gate the long case (b), and at
x/h = 65 from the gate for the long configuration (c).
tained in the deep tank in figure 3(c). The experiments
in the long configuration were repeated multiple times
to check for the consistency of the generation mecha-
nism, using similar initial density profiles shown in fig-
ure 2 and the results are shown for both experimental
data, DJL predictions and DNS simulations in figures
5(a-d). Instantaneous profiles of horizontal velocity and
density (through the proxy by LIF) are shown in fig-
ure 4(a) at x/h = 70 from the dam gate for the deep
case and figure 4(b) at x/h = 80 for the long case.
These measurements are compared with the compan-
ion DNS of the initial value problem and the DJL re-
sults. The error measured between the simulation and
the corresponding experiments at the location of maxi-
mum wave amplitude ⌘max is less than 10% between the
simulation and the DJL profile and 4% between the ex-
periment and the simulation. Both the amplitude and
the velocity are closely predicted for the deep and the
long experiments. Here, the DJL solutions were com-
puted by matching the amplitude with the experiment.
The overall agreement is satisfactory, and the results in-
cluding measurements from other waves show a slight
improvement of the comparison with increasing ampli-
tude. Note that near the surface, the density profile in-
ferred from LIF data departs from the simulation due
to either light absorption by the dye (cf. figure 4(a))
or uneven concentration due to fading at this partic-
ular location in the tank (cf. figure 4(b)). The size of
the facility, and the length of time for each experimen-
tal set-up, made the dye intensity di cult to control.
It is also interesting to notice that the vertical wave
profile for the larger amplitude waves exhibits vertical
oscillations, shown in figure 3(b), which appear to be
synchronized with the oscillations of the free surface
(not shown here). The wavelength of this oscillation is
much shorter than the wavelength of the internal soli-
tary wave, and seem to be dominant near the the front
of the wave, a feature that agrees with that recently
reported by Kodaira et al. [32] for large amplitude in-
terfacial ISWs in immiscible fluids.
4.2 Global ISWs characteristics
Wave characteristics defined by amplitude a, wave speed
c and e↵ective wavelength  /h are shown in figure 2(a-
d) where the full symbols represent the results extracted
from the two-dimensional Euler simulations, whereas
the hollow symbols with error bars depict the experi-
mental results. All results are non-dimensionalized by
the characteristic depth h given by the mean-density
isoline in the rest state, and the characteristic veloc-
ity c20 = g (⇢max/⇢min   1) h. The wave speed c was
measured using two temporal mean-density displace-
ment profiles located at fixed locations in the tank and
separated by a distance  x ⇡ 25cm apart from each
other. Similarly to the experimental investigations of
Luzzatto-Fegiz & Helfrich [42], the velocity was com-
puted by minimizing the time di↵erence ⌧ between the
two temporal profiles and the wave velocity was cal-
culated using c ⇡  x/⌧ . Once determined, the speed
of the wave was used to transform the temporal scale
t to the spatial scale X through the transformation
X = x   ct. The e↵ective wavelength  /h is defined
as
  =
1
a
Z 1
0
⇣(X)dX (7)
with ⇣(X) = ⇣(x   ct) the displacement of the mean-
density isoline, but calculated in practice by integrating
Figure 4.5: Velocity and buoyancy (B = ρ−ρ0ρ0 , with ρ0 = .999g/cc the reference density) profiles at the crest
of solitary waves produces by experiments and VARDEN in the deep regime. Dotted lines: predictions from
DJL equation. Solid lines: results from VarDen simulations. Points: observations from experiments.
in order to achieve the agreement shown. Also shown in figures 4.5, 4.6 are the DJL solutions with wave
speed c chosen to match the experimentally measured wave speed. The agreement between experimental
measurements, simulated experiments, and theoretical solutions gives us great confidence in our experimental
techniques, as well as confirming that the full Euler simulation can accurately predict the model phenomena
of interest. Figure 4.7 shows data from the moving-cart camera set-up. Unlike the other measurements, which
were taken at a fixed point, the cart measurements followed the evolution of the leading solitary wave as it
propagated down the long section of the tank. The experimentally measured amplitude of the wave (data
points) are plotted against the amplitude of the corresponding wave in the VarDen simulations (solid lines)
in figure 4.7, and shows the clear decay of amplitude during propagation. The waves from the experiments
have a more pronounced decay compared with the VarDen results; this is entirely expected as no viscosity
was used in the VarDen simulations but was clearly present in the laboratory. The rest of the decay can be
attributed to the wave settling into a true traveling wave solution as it gains distance from the dam break.
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Fig. 4 Example of velocity profiles u(z) and density profiles
b(z) extracted from the PIV and LIF profiles at the center of
the wave measured at x/h = 65 from the gate for the deep
case (a), at x/h = 85 from the gate the long case (b), and at
x/h = 65 from the gate for the long configuration (c).
tained in the deep tank in figure 3(c). The experiments
in the long configuration were repeated multiple times
to check for the consistency of the generation mecha-
nism, using similar initial density profiles shown in fig-
ure 2 and the results are shown for both experimental
data, DJL predictions and DNS simulations in figures
5(a-d). Instantaneous profiles of horizontal velocity and
density (through the proxy by LIF) are shown in fig-
ure 4(a) at x/h = 70 from the dam gate for the deep
case and figure 4(b) at x/h = 80 for the long case.
These measurements are compared with the compan-
ion DNS of the initial value problem and the DJL re-
sults. The error measured between the simulation and
the corresponding experiments at the location of maxi-
mum wave amplitude ⌘max is less than 10% between the
simulation and the DJL profile and 4% between the ex-
periment and the simulation. Both the amplitude and
the velocity are closely predicted for the deep and the
long experiments. Here, the DJL solutions were com-
puted by matching the amplitude with the experiment.
The overall agreement is satisfactory, and the results in-
cluding measurements from other waves show a slight
improvement of the comparison with increasing ampli-
tude. Note that near the surface, the density profile in-
ferred from LIF data departs from the simulation due
to either light absorption by the dye (cf. figure 4(a))
or uneven concentration due to fading at this partic-
ular location in the tank (cf. figure 4(b)). The size of
the facility, and the length of time for each experimen-
tal set-up, made the dye intensity di cult to control.
It is also interesting to notice that the vertical wave
profile for the larger amplitude waves exhibits vertical
oscillations, shown in figure 3(b), which appear to be
synchronized with the oscillations of the free surface
(not shown here). The wavelength of this oscillation is
much shorter than the wavelength of the internal soli-
tary wave, and seem to be dominant near the the front
of the wave, a feature that agrees with that recently
reported by Kodaira et al. [32] for large amplitude in-
terfacial ISWs in immiscible fluids.
4.2 Global ISWs characteristics
Wave characteristics defined by amplitude a, wave speed
c and e↵ective wavelength  /h are shown in figure 2(a-
d) where the full symbols represent the results extracted
from the two-dimensional Euler simulations, whereas
the hollow symbols with error bars depict the experi-
mental results. All results are non-dimensionalized by
the characteristic depth h given by the mean-density
isoline in the rest state, and the characteristic veloc-
ity c20 = g (⇢max/⇢min   1) h. The wave speed c was
measured using two temporal mean-density displace-
ment profiles located at fixed locations in the tank and
separated by a distance  x ⇡ 25cm apart from each
other. Similarly to the experimental investigations of
Luzzatto-Fegiz & Helfrich [42], the velocity was com-
puted by minimizing the time di↵erence ⌧ between the
two temporal profiles and the wave velocity was cal-
culated using c ⇡  x/⌧ . Once determined, the speed
of the wave was used to transform the temporal scale
t to the spatial scale X through the transformation
X = x   ct. The e↵ective wavelength  /h is defined
as
  =
1
a
Z 1
0
⇣(X)dX (7)
with ⇣(X) = ⇣(x   ct) the displacement of the mean-
density isoline, but calculated in practice by integrating
Figure 4.6: Velocity and buoyancy (B = ρ−ρ0ρ0 , with ρ0 = .999g/cc the reference density) profiles at the crest
of solitary waves produces by experiments and VARDEN in the long regime. Dotted lines: predictions from
DJL equation. Solid lines: results from VarDen simulations. Points: observations from experiments.
The direct comparison between experiments performed in the deep tank and those in the long tank
deserves some comment. Experiments in the deep tank unquestionably fall in the deep regime, and we
reiterate that by “deep” we mean relative to the active (upper, fresh water) layer. The active layer in the deep
section of the tank were on the order of h1 = .15m, with h2 = 2m in the lower layer, while experiments in
the combined sections of the tank had h2 = .62m. In the notation of chapter 2, the small parameter ε = h1L
(and h2L = O(1)) is approximately 14 for those experiments performed in the long section of the tank. To rely
on ε = 14  1 stretches the long wave assumption necessary to derive our model system. Nonetheless, the
model does a decent job at modeling the properties of waves experimentally produced in the long section of
the tank.
The comparison with the DJL equation, which has a profile matched to the measured speed of the
waves, shows very good agreement with the waves generated from a lock mechanism. We should note,
how ver, that in both experiments and VarDen we observed the tail of the wave slightly elevat d beyo d
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Fig. 9 (a) Normalized ISW amplitude a/h as a function of the non-dimensional cart position x/h tracked in the long section
for three representative dam height. (b) Profiles of the fiftieth percentile of the density inferred from the LIF measured at
x/h ⇡ 160 from the dam for an initial dam height (d  h)/h ⇡ 1 (red) and (d  h)/h ⇡ 2 (blue). Profiles of horizontal velocity
(purple-green) measured by PIV (symbols) and normalized density B = (⇢(z)   ⇢min)/(⇢max   ⇢min) (blue-yellow) inferred
from the LIF at the position of maximum displacement ⌘max compared with the DJL solution (lines) computed for the same
amplitudes at (d   h)/h ⇡ 1.33 (c) and (d   h)/h ⇡ 2 (d).
5 Discussion
The present study reports a clear experimental evi-
dence of nonlinear ISWs in the deep regime and mis-
cible fluids. Results are systematically compared with
DJL solutions, direct numerical simulations of the dam-
break initial value problem, and the associated exper-
iments. Measurements are reported for the fully non-
linear regime in a deep configuration, past the criti-
cal point, which is confirmed by the DJL theory where
the nondimensional e↵ective wavelength increases with
respect to both the wave amplitude and wave speed.
These results are supported with local measurements of
LIF and PIV, which are compared with the DJL waves
and the direct numerical simulations with an overall
good agreement. In addition, we explore the e↵ect of the
interface thickness on the dynamics and show that thick
pycnoclines modify both the wave amplitude and the
wave speed. Increasing the thickness increases the am-
plitude while decreasing the speed and the wavelength,
an e↵ect that does not seem to be experimentally as
well studied as other properties of internal waves.
Vertical and horizontal wave profiles are also com-
pared between numerical simulations, experiments and
DJL solutions. The vertical profiles, that is, the veloc-
ity or the density measurements, are in excellent agree-
ment. Horizontal profiles of isopycnal displacement demon-
strate the overall good agreement between the DJL
solutions, numerical simulations and experiments. We
show in the long configuration that waves measured too
Figure 4.7: Non-dimensionalized amplitude as a function of non-dimensionalized distance from the end of
the tank, as measured using the moving cart set-up. Solid lines: VarDen simulations, points: experimental
measurements.
the mean-depth layer. This observation deserves future investigation, especially with regards to the wave
generating mechanism and possible surface interactions, but is left for future work and not explored here.
4.4.2 Global wave quantities
Having corroborated the experimental and numerical measurements of “local” fluids quantities, we
transition to the “global” properties of solitary waves. The first solitary wave property of interest is the
amplitude a, defined as the maximum displacement of the isoline of density which has undisturbed depth h1,
as determined by the optimal parameters:
a = max
X∈R
|ζ(X)|.
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Next, the wave speed c is determined by the time the crest of the wave takes to traverse the one-meter interval
centered about the locations of the camera. Finally, the effective wavelength measures the breadth of the
wave and so is an integral scaled by the amplitude:
λ =
1
a
∫ ∞
0
ζ(X)dX
where ζ(X) = ζ(x− ct) is the traveling wave profile.
The data points pictured in Figures 4.8, 4.9 correspond to leading waves from the dam-break initial
condition, and we compare the experiments, the VarDen simulations, and the model equation solved via the
method from Chapter 3. For each of the experimental runs, we re-create the same initial conditions within
VarDen and for the model and “measure” the wave properties at the same point in the domain as in the
experimental set-up. Thus, for the experiments, VarDen simulations, and model simulations, we produce
a time series of measurements that are directly comparable with one another. This time series is used to
reconstruct the properties of the leading solitary wave and serves as out chief test of the validity of the
system 2.1 for modeling large-amplitude solitary internal waves in the deep regime.
Meanwhile the solid lines are the values from a pure traveling wave solution to the model system; in
other words, the amplitude, speed, and wavelength of solutions to equation (2.6). Since waves generated with
the dam-break initial condition are not pure traveling wave solutions, we do not expect perfect agreement, but
the data show that the traveling wave solution capture the broad behavior of the solitary waves as we explain
more below.
Figure 4.8 pictures the relationship between solitary wave speed and amplitude. Nearly all of the data
are captured within the ranges dictated by the traveling wave solutions to the model, and the data points
themselves show a clear and consistent trend.
Figure 4.9, on the other hand, compares effective wavelength with wave amplitude. There is much less
consistency in the data for the wavelength, but once again most of the data fall within the predicted range and
is explained more in detail below. Importantly, the effective wavelength does not tend to zero as amplitude
increases, which is a prediction from weakly nonlinear models clearly refuted by our experiments.
The data pictured in Figures 4.8, 4.9 overlay theoretical predictions for traveling wave solutions to the
model equations. Since the various experimental set-ups had different associated parameters stemming from
the varying background density stratifications, there are a range of possible relationships between amplitude,
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Figure 4.8: Plot of non-dimensionalized wave speed against non-dimensionalized wave amplitude. Solid
lines indicate predictions from model traveling wave solutions; bold for representative values, non-bold for
extreme values. In each plot: +, experimental measurements;©, VarDen simulations; , model simulations,
each with corresponding initial conditions.
wave speed, and effective wavelength. These variations in parameters are encapsulated by the the three
solid curves in Figures 4.8, 4.9. Representative parameter values produce the bold curve in the figure, while
extreme values correspond with the non-bolded solid lines.
Our results are consistent with previous experiments and with field observations. In particular, we draw
attention to the very strong nonlinearity of the waves in these experiments: the measured wave amplitude
exceeded the reference depth (that of the upper layer) by a factor of three or more. This greatly extends
experimental work ([Koop and Butler, 1981], [Segur and Hammack, 1982]) in which wave amplitude barely
exceeded the reference depth, which is important as it is in this range that weakly nonlinear models begin to
fail dramatically (see [Choi and Camassa, 1999]).
There is much to be desired in the scatter of the data. This scatter is not the result of pure experimental
error, as the Euler simulations follow a similar scatter. In fact, simulations with very thin pycnoclines have
data that collapses to a very smooth curve. The scatter, then, is attributable to the variation in the background
stratifications that cannot quite be matched to the two-layer model.
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Figure 4.9: Plot of non-dimensionalized effective wavelength against non-dimensionalized wave amplitude.
Solid lines indicate predictions from model traveling wave solutions; bold for representative values, non-
bold for extreme values. In each plot: +, experimental measurements;©, VarDen simulations; , model
simulations, each with corresponding initial conditions.
The accurate choice of parameters is crucial to gaining accurate experimental predictions which are
surprisingly sensitive to the choice of h1. This is a serious drawback and does not seem to be avoidable, but
at least the method for choosing model parameters as described above does not rely on any ad-hoc fitting to
determine the natural depth of the upper layer. This latter point stands in contrast to the deep regime weakly
nonlinear models as derived by, for example, [Kubota et al., 1978], where no definite expression is given for
the depth of the upper layer.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
This thesis has developed a model for internal waves in deep water that is accurate for its intended
regime. To demonstrate this, we have used both physical and numerical experiments, the former of which
are the largest internal waves produced in a laboratory and the first experiments in the deep regime for
miscible fluids. The mathematical structure of the model is well-understood through Hamiltonian methods,
and even preserves many features of the continuously-stratified 3D system: the horizontal components are
readily identified, and the dispersive part comes from incorporating vertical contributions. The initial value
problem can be solved rapidly and robustly using Hamiltonian variables. The Hamiltonian structure for the
3D continuously stratified Euler equations is independently derived and shown to satisfy the Jacobi identity.
This thesis also brings to light the work of Bowman which is mostly unacknowledged in the literature, and
fills an important gap in the theoretical understanding of non-locally related variables which are prevalent in
fluid mechanics.
The possible applications of Hamiltonian structure may be useful for the study of stability of solitary
waves, but the non-local relationship between variables poses a serious challenge. Carrying out the second
variation of the energy, as is usually the procedure in determining stability for stationary solutions, is difficult
and even in the simplest (local, Boussinesq) case is known to be inconclusive [Holm et al., 1985]. Discovery
of new integrable models will require a deeper investigation of the scattering and inverse scattering theory
associated with the relevant non-local operators, as the template from the ILW was shown to be insufficient.
With regards to the numerical methods, there are several obvious paths to improvement. Using a non-
Fourier spectral scheme seems particularly relevant to applications with large-scale topographic features. In
terms of efficiency, some computations may be parallelized or vectorized, and the conjugate gradient method
may be accelerated by use of a pre-conditioner. Such a pre-conditioner must in principle change at every
timestep to account for changing η if it is to be optimal. Having studied an ocean-oriented model for internal
waves, we may next turn our attention to internal waves in the atmosphere. In the atmospheric case, the lower
layer is active and the upper is irrotational and infinite in extent, as would be the case in Figure 5.1. The
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Figure 5.1: Diagram of typical atmospheric internal waves regime.
model in that case would be
ηt +∇ · ((η − h(x))u) = 0
ut + u · ∇u +∇ (η − h(x)) + Ω× u = ∇H [ηtt]
(5.1)
Here, incorporating topography h(x) and rotation Ω would be of central interest for mesoscale modeling of
atmospheric internal waves. Additionally, we would need to take into account the fundamental differences
in the stratification of the atmosphere compared to that of the ocean. Most of the ocean’s density variation
takes place in a narrow region near one of its boundaries, and varies by only a few percent over its entire
domain. The density of the atmosphere, on the other hand, varies significantly throughout its depth, and is
not confined to a relatively shallow region.
One of the major ideas in geophysical fluid dynamics is that of geostrophy, or the balance between
pressure and rotation effects. Such a balance, and small derivation therefrom, are the basis for many models
in the more application-oriented geophysical fluid dynamics community. Indeed, semi- or quasi-geostrophic
approximations were the motivations of Miles and Salmon as well as Dellar and Warneford [Warneford
and Dellar, 2013] in their respective papers. Geostrophic balance is also essential in the study of Rossby
waves, where variations in the Coriolis effect with respect to latitude forms the restoring force for these
planetary-scale waves. The associated vorticity dynamics could utilize the unidirectional-type model as was
done by Ono [Ono, 1981], but it seems that the full arsenal of mathematical technique devoted to shallow
water theory has not yet been used to attack the problem of Rossby waves. The motion of stratified, rotating
fluid as applicable to atmospheric waves on the meso- and synoptic scale seems like the ripe application for
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techniques used in this thesis, and the wealth of satellite data (in lieu of experiments) make it an exciting
possible direction for future work.
An important aspect of internal waves in continuously stratified media, which we have completely
neglected here, is the study of wave spectra. The ground-breaking work of Garrett and Munk (see [Garrett
and Munk, 1979] for a review) incorporated theory and field measurements of internal wave spectra, which
of course includes vertical components of modes. It remains to be seen whether long-wave models can be
utilized for predicting aspects of the Garrett-Munk spectra.
Finally, there exists the outstanding problem of unidirectionalization of internal wave models in the deep
regime. The shallow water models proposed in [Ablowitz et al., 1974] and [Camassa et al., 1994] compare
favorably with the KdV equation with respect to the physicality of their dispersion relations and, in the latter
case, make less restrictive assumptions on wave amplitude, all while being completely integrable. Whether
there exist analogous models for deep internal waves remains the primary open question emerging from this
thesis.
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APPENDIX A
HAMILTONIAN PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
This appendix gives the computations associated with the Jacobi identity for Hamiltonian dynamics in
detail. Our initial goal was to find a Hamiltonian formulation for the stratified incompressible Euler equations,
in which we succeeded but not before Bowman [Bowman, 1987] and on whose paper this appendix is based.
The structure is perhaps obvious when compared with the Hamiltonian for a heavy rigid top:


M
γ


t
=


M× γ×
γ× 0




ω
µgl

 (A.1)
in which M,ω are the angular momentum and velocity and γ the deviation from the vertical balance. Arnold
[Arnol’d, 2013] credits Poisson for this formulation, calling the system the “Euler-Poisson equations” and
the vector γ the “Poisson vector”. The motion of a rigid top is perhaps the canonical example of a non-
canonical Hamiltonian structure: the equations of motion are not written in the symplectic coordinates
(q(t), p(t)) guaranteed by Darboux’s theorem, which are especially suited to systems quadratic in the
conjugate momentum p and a function of the position q. Still, the rigid top can be written as
du
dt
= JδuH
where J is generalized from the symplectic matrix to any skew-symmetric bilinear operator that satisfied the
Jacobi identity. This generalization is starting point for our formulation of Hamiltonian partial differential
equations, and in particular the structure of the variable-density incompressible Euler equations.
The Euler equations [Acheson, 1991] can be written using the density-weighted vorticity variable
Σ = ∇× (ρu) = ∇× (ρ×Ψ), the vector streamfunction Ψ, and the density ρ:
Σt +∇× (Σ× (∇×∇×Ψ)) +∇×
(
ρ∇
(
−|u|
2
2
+ gz
))
= 0
ρt +∇ · (ρ∇×Ψ) = 0.
(A.2)
In fact, reducing the total vorticity to the angular momentum and the baroclinic torque∇ρ×g to gravitational
torque on the rigid body shows that the Euler-Poisson rigid top system is more than just analogous to the
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stratified Euler equations. This reduction process is the essence of shallow water theory as well: averaging
the vorticity over a thin layer of fluid provides the dynamics of the layer-averaged momentum. The way this
averaging is performed, and the approximations employed in estimating the energy, constitutes the “art” of
shallow water theory.
The rest of this appendix is devoted to the analytic definitions for Hamiltonian PDE’s and the proofs of
the Jacobi identity for various salient systems, including for the stratified Euler equations. Throughout this
appendix, we use the Einstein summation notation wherein, for the example of three-vectors,
f(1g2h3) = f1g2h3 + f2g3h1 + f3g1h2.
In addition, the symbol ∼ will indicate “equal up to a perfect divergence.”
A.1 Definitions and theorems concerning Hamiltonian structure
The purpose of this section is to give criteria for a skew-symmetric operator to satisfy the Jacobi identity.
The criteria is equivalent to the operator satisfying the Lie-Poisson relationship, which is the crux of Noether’s
theorem for Hamiltonian systems.
Suppose the dependent variable of interest u : Ω→ Rn are elements of the space of smooth functions U ,
and Ω is the simply connected domain of the independent variable. A vector field P on U is an n-vector are
smooth-Gateaux differentiable, and may depend on u in a non-local way. We begin by defining the Euler
derivative, which we frequently call the variation,
δF (u)δu̇ =
d
dε
F (u + εu̇)
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
as well as the Lie bracket of vector fields
[P,Q](u) =
d
dε
{P (u + εQ(u))−Q(u + εP (u))}
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
.
All Lie brackets satisfy the Jacobi identity
[P, [Q,R]] + [Q, [R,P ]] + [R, [P,Q]] = 0. (A.3)
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Now, define a Poisson bracket associate to a skew-symmetric operator J as
{F,G} = d
dε
F (u+ εJδG)
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
= δF · JδG.
The of the key relationships, which we rely on when determining physical properties of Hamiltonian systems,
is Lie-Poisson relation:
[JδF, JδG] = Jδ{F,G}
for all densities F,G, which is equivalent to
u̇ · ([JδF, JδG]− Jδ{F,G}) ∼ 0
for arbitrary u̇.
The theorem of Bowman states that
u̇ · d
dε
J(u+ εJδG)δF − u̇ · d
dε
J(u+ εJδF )δG− δF · d
dµ
J(u− µJu̇)δG ∼ 0 (A.4)
is equivalent to the Lie-Poisson relation.
Proof. First, from the Poisson bracket expression,
u̇ · Jδ{F,G} ∼ d
dµ
{F,G}(u− µJ u̇)µ=0
∼ ∂
2
∂ε∂µ
F (u− µJ u̇ + ε(JδG)(u− µJ u̇))ε=µ=0
∼ ∂
2
∂ε∂µ
F (u− µJ u̇ + εJδG)ε=µ=0 + δF ·
d
dµ
(JδG)(u− µJu)µ=0+
δF · d
dµ
J(u− µJ u̇)µ=0δG
∼ ∂
2
∂ε∂µ
F (u− µJ u̇ + εJδG)ε=µ=0 −
d
dµ
(JδF · δG(u− µJ u̇))µ=0 +
δF · d
dµ
J(u− µJ u̇)µ=0δG
∼ ∂
2
∂ε∂µ
F (u− µJ u̇εJδG)ε=µ=0 −
∂2
∂ε∂µ
G(u− µJ u̇ + εJδF )ε,µ=0+
δF · d
dµ
J(u− µJ u̇)µ=0δG.
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From the Lie bracket expression,
u̇ · [JδF, JδG] = u̇ · d
dε
((JδF )(u + εJδG)− (JδG)(u + εJδF ))ε=0
∼ d
dε
(−J u̇ · δF (u + εJδG) + J u̇ · δG(u + εJδF ))ε=0 +
u̇ · d
dε
J(u + εJδG)ε=0δF − u̇
d
dε
J(u + εJδF )ε=0δG
∼ ∂
2
∂ε∂µ
F (u + εJδG− µJ u̇)ε,µ=0 −
∂2
∂ε∂µ
G(u + εJδF − µJ u̇)ε,µ=0+
u̇ · d
dε
J(u + εJδG)ε=0δF − u̇
d
dε
J(u + εJδF )ε=0δG.
The difference between these two expression are the criteria A.4.
Next, Bowman shows that the Lie-Poisson relation being satisfied implies the Jacobi identity.
Proof. By the definition of the Poisson bracket,
{{F,G}, H} = d
dε
{F,G}(u + εJδH)ε=0
∼ ∂
2
∂ε∂µ
F (u + εJδH + µ(JδG)(u + εJδH))ε,µ=0
=
∂2
∂ε∂µ
F (u + εJδH + µJδG)ε,µ=0 +
d
dλ
F
(
u + λ
d
dε
(JδG(u + εJδH)ε=0
)
λ=0
∼ ∂
2
∂ε∂µ
F (u + εJδH + µJδG)ε,µ=0 + δF ·
d
dε
(JδG)(u + εJδH)ε=0
=
∂2
∂ε∂µ
F (u + εJδH + µJδG)ε,µ=0 + δF · J
d
dε
·G(u + εJδH)ε=0+
δF · d
dε
J(u + εJδH)ε=0δG
∼ ∂
2
∂ε∂µ
F (u + εJδH + µJδG)ε,µ=0 − JδF ·
d
dε
G(u + εJδH)ε=0+
δF · dJ
dε
(u + εJδH)δG
∼ ∂
2
∂ε∂µ
F (u + εJδH + µJδG)ε,µ=0 −
∂2
∂ε∂µ
G(u + εJδH + µJδF )ε,µ=0
+ δF · dJ
dε
(u + εJδH)ε=0δG.
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Cycling through F,G,H and canceling repeated terms means
{{F,G}, H}+ {{G,H}, F}+ {{H,F}, G} ∼
δF · d
dε
J(u + εJδH)ε=0δG+ δG ·
d
dε
J(u + εJδF )ε=0δH+
δH · d
dε
J(u + εJδG)ε=0δF.
This is a specific instance of equation (A.4) with u̇ = δH . Since we assumed the Lie-Poisson relation, the
criteria are satisfied, and the Jacobi identity follows.
An incredibly useful theorem for checking the Jacobi property comes from Olver: Let J be a skew-
adjoint differential operator and θ be a set of differential forms corresponding to the dependent variables
φ. Then J satisfies the Jacobi identity if and only if prvJ θ (Θ) = 0, where Θ = 12
∫
θ ∧ J θdx and
prvJ θ =
∑
α,J DJ
(∑
β Jαβθβ
)
∂
∂uαJ
.
Proof. Suppose F is a function of u and V an arbitrary vector field, then
dF (R) =
d
dε
F (u + εR)ε=0 ∼ δF · R = δF · du(R)
defines a one-form, a linear map from vector fields to the reals. (This is really an equivalence class of such
functions, are they are only defined up to a divergence.) A one-vector (indicated by the overline) is a linear
functional on one-forms, such that
∂uj
(
P
)
= ∂uj (Pkduk) = Pj .
The corresponding n-vectors are wedge products of one-vectors, with the wedge product between forms
ω1, ω2
ω1 ∧ ω2
(
P,Q
)
= ω1(P)ω2(Q)− ω2(P)ω1(Q).
Now, define the Olver two-form
Θ =
1
2
∂θi ∧ Jij∂θj
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Define the operator ∂J It has the properties: it commutes with partial derivatives, ∂J∂ ≡ 0,
∂J(ω1 ∧ ω2) = (∂Jω1) ∧ ω2 + (−1)nω1 ∧ (∂Jω2)
∂Ju
i = Jij∂u
j
∂Jf(u) =
∂f
∂ukI
∂|I|uk
∂I
for multi-indices I , and ∂
|I|
∂I =
∂i1
∂
i1
x1
· · · ∂il
∂
il
xn
.
∂Jω = −
1
2
∂ui ∧ ∂
|I|Jkl∂ul
∂I
∧
(
∂Jij
∂ukI
∂uj
)
∂J
(
u̇, δF , δG
)
=u̇ · d
dε
J(u + εJδF )ε=0δG− u̇ ·
d
dε
J(u + εJδG)ε=0δF
+ δF · d
dµ
J(u− µJ u̇)µ=0δG− δG ·
d
dµ
J(u− µJ u̇)µ=0δF
+ δF · d
dε
J(u + εJδG)ε=0u̇− δG ·
d
dε
J(u + εJδF )ε=0u̇
∼u̇ · d
dε
J(u + εJδF )ε=0δG− u̇ ·
d
dε
J(u + εJδG)ε=0δF
+ δF · d
dµ
J(u− µJ u̇)µ=0δG.
Finally, we prove Noether’s theorem for Hamiltonian systems: if P = JδT is a one-parameter symmetry
of a Hamiltonian system ut = JδH , then ddtT = Tt + {H,T} is, up to a divergence, equal to a Casimir of J .
Proof. Suppose P generates a one-parameter symmetry for a Hamiltonian system. Then ddtP = P(JδH),
and since ddt =
∂
∂t + δuI
∂
∂I , and
Pt = [JδH,P].
Suppose in addition that P = JδT for a density T . Then
JδTt = Pt = [JδH,P] = [JδH, JδT ] = Jδ{H,T}
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where we have assumed that J is not explicitly dependent on t and the Lie-Poisson relation. Since we
have Jδ(Tt − {H,T}, we must have dTdt in the kernel of J , so the evolution of the density must be a linear
combination of Casimirs.
A.2 Proofs for relevant systems
A.2.1 Stratified Euler equations
The incompressible Euler equations with density variation in Hamiltonian form are


ρ
Σ


t
= −


0 ∇ρ · ∇ × ·
∇ρ×∇· ∇ × (Σ× (∇× ·))




− |u|22 + gz
Ψ


with Σ = ∇× (ρu) = ∇× (ρ∇×Ψ) is the density-weighted vorticity, Ψ the vector streamfunction, and
energy ∫ {
ρ
|u|2
2
+ gz (ρ− ρ)
}
dx.
For the streamfunction we choose Ψ zero on the boundary instead of ∇ ·Ψ = 0 (which was the choice of
Olver for the constant-density case), as this allows us to carry out integrations by parts with impunity. We
first check that the variation of the total energy does indeed give the necessary arguments to the skew-adjoint
operator. It is clear that δΣH = Ψ, as
δΣ
∫
ρ
|∇ ×Ψ|2
2
+ (ρ− ρ)Φdx = δΣ
∫
1
2
∇× (ρ∇×Ψ) ·Ψ + (ρ− ρ)Φdx = δΣ
∫
1
2
Σ ·Ψ + (ρ− ρ)Φdx.
Variation with respect to ρ is slightly more complicated. First recognize that
δρΣ = ∇× (δρ∇×Ψ + ρ∇× δρΨ) = 0
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since ρ and Σ vary independently. Now carry out the variation as
δρ
[
ρ
|u|2
2
+ ρΦ
]
=
|u|2
2
δρ+ ρ∇×Ψ · ∇ × δρΨ + Φδρ
=
(
−|u|
2
2
+ Φ
)
δρ+ |∇ ×Ψ|2δρ+ ρ∇×Ψ · ∇ × δρΨ
=
(
−|u|
2
2
+ Φ
)
δρ+ Ψ · ∇ × (∇×Ψδρ) + Ψ · ∇ × (ρ∇× δρΨ)
=
(
−|u|
2
2
+ Φ
)
δρ+ Ψ · δρΣ
and only the first term in the last line contributes to the variation of the Hamiltonian with respect to ρ.
In order to be Hamiltonian, we must confirm the skew-adjoint and Jacobi identity properties of the
nonlinear operator. Let f(x, t), g(x, t) ∈ R3, λ(x, t) ∈ R be test functions. The operator J is clearly
skew-adjoint; to see this first observe
f · ∇ × ((Σ + 2ρΩ)× (∇× g)) ∼ ∇× f · ((Σ + 2ρΩ)× (∇× g))
= ∇× g · ((∇× f)× (Σ + 2ρΩ))
∼ −g · ∇ × ((Σ + 2ρΩ)× (∇× f))
where the tilde ∼ indicates integration by parts. The remaining part of the operator is skew-adjoint because
−f · (∇ρ×∇λ) = f · ∇ × (λ∇ρ) ∼ λ(∇× f) · ∇ρ
It remains to check that the operator satisfies the Jacobi identity, for which we appeal to the theorem of Olver.
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Let θ = (ϕi, ζ), where ϕi, i = 1, 2, 3 correspond to the respective components of Σ and ζ the one-form
corresponding to ρ. We first calculate Θ:
Θ =
1
2
∫
θ ∧ J θdx = −1
2
∫
εijkϕk,j ∧ εilmΣlεmnpϕp,n + ϕi ∧ εijkρ,jζ,k + ζ ∧ ρ,iεijkϕk,jdx
= −1
2
∫ (
δjlδkm − δjmδkl
)
Σlϕk,j ∧ εmnpϕp,n
− ϕi ∧ εijk(ρ,kζ),j + ζ ∧ ρ,iεijkϕk,jdx
= −1
2
∫
Σl(ϕm,l − ϕl,m) ∧ εmnpϕp,n + εijkϕi,j ∧ (ρ,kζ) + ζ ∧ ρ,iεijkϕk,jdx
= −1
2
∫
Σ(1(∇× ϕ)2 ∧ (∇× ϕ)3)dx
and then prvJ θ (Θ):
prvJ θ (Θ) =
1
2
∫
[Σ · ∇(∇× ϕ)− (∇× ϕ) · ∇Σ](1 ∧ (∇× ϕ)2 ∧ (∇× ϕ)3)dx
=
1
2
∫
Σ · ∇ [(∇× ϕ)1 ∧ (∇× ϕ)2 ∧ (∇× ϕ)3]
− (∇ · Σ)(∇× ϕ)1 ∧ (∇× ϕ)2 ∧ (∇× ϕ)3dx
= −
∫
(∇ · Σ)(∇× ϕ)1 ∧ (∇× ϕ)2 ∧ (∇× ϕ)3dx
= 0
A.2.2 Model system
We check the Jacobi identity for generalizations of the model, which include a dispersive generalization
of the model from [Warneford and Dellar, 2013] with many possible advected scalars. For α indexing the
passive scalars, and i, j indexing the horizontal spatial directions,
J = −


0 0 θα,j
0 0 ∂j(η◦)
−θα,i η∂i◦ mj∂i ◦+∂j(mi◦)


First, calculate Θ = 12du ∧ Jdu:
Θ = θα,kdθα ∧ dmk + ηdmk ∧ dη,k +mjdmk ∧ dmj,k.
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Finally, calculate prJΘ:
prJΘ =


dθα
dη
dmi


∧ J


−(dθα ∧ dmk),k
dmk ∧ dη,k
dmk ∧ dmj,k


=


dθα
dη
dmi


∧


θα,jdmk ∧ dmj,k
∂j(ηdmk ∧ dmj,k)
θα,i(dθα ∧ dmk),k + η(dmk ∧ dη,k),i
+mj(dmk ∧ dmj,k),i + (midmk ∧ dmj,k),j


.
First consider the the terms involving dθα:
θα,jdθα ∧ dmk ∧ dmj,k + θα,idmi ∧ (dθα ∧ dmk),k
∼ θα,jdθα ∧ dmk ∧ dmj,k − (θα,jdmj),k ∧ dθα ∧ dmk
= θα,jdθα ∧ dmk ∧ dmj,k − θα,jdθα ∧ dmk ∧ dmj,k
− θα,jkdθα ∧ dmk ∧ dmj .
The last term vanishes by the symmetry of ∂j∂k and the anti-symmetry of exchanging the indices in the
differential forms.
The remaining components are those that compose the Hamiltonian operator for the Green-Naghdi
equations (B.1). First, take those components with terms for dη:
−ηdη,j ∧ dmk ∧ dmj,k + ηdmi ∧ (dmk ∧ dη,k),i =
−ηdη,j ∧ dmk ∧ dmj,k + ηdmi ∧ dmk,i ∧ dη,k + ηdmi ∧ dmk ∧ dη,ki.
The last of these terms vanishes by the symmetry of partial derivatives and the anti-symmetry of wedging
differential forms and the first two terms cancel after re-indexing i→ k, k → j in the second.
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The only remaining terms are those with only dmi:
dmi∧ [mj(dmk ∧ dmj,k),i + (midmk ∧ dmj,k),j ] ∼
mjdmi ∧ dmk,i ∧ dmj,k −midmi,j ∧ dmk ∧ dmj,k +mjdmi ∧ dmk ∧ dmj,ki.
The first two terms cancel after exchanging the indices as i→ j → k → i, and the last term vanishes because
of the symmetry of partial derivatives and anti-symmetry of differential forms.
A.2.3 Non-example: Boussinesq system
One form of the Boussinesq system [Whitham, 1974] is
ηt + (ηu)x = 0
ut + uux + ηx + ηxxx = 0.
This form of the Boussinesq system is a less physical version of the weakly nonlinear Green-Naghdi equations,
but is asymptotically equivalent through the exchange of ηxx → −utx → ηtt which is valid for highest-order
terms. If we use the momentum
∫
ηudx as the “energy,”
J = −


0 ∂x(u·)
u∂x ∂x + ∂
3
x


is a candidate (skew-adjoint) operator which fails Olver’s Jacobi identity test:
Proof.
Θ =
1
2
(dη ∧ (udu)x + du ∧ udηx + du ∧ dux + du ∧ duxxx)
∼ udu ∧ dηx +
1
2
du ∧ duxxx
prvJ θ (Θ) = (udηx + dux + duxxx) ∧ du ∧ dηx
= dux ∧ du ∧ dηx + duxxx ∧ du ∧ dηx 6= 0.
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Note that the usual formulation with energy H = 12
∫ {
ηu2 + η2 + η2x
}
dx and
J = −


0 ∂x
∂x 0


is trivially Hamiltonian: operators independent of the state variables always satisfy the Jacobi identity. This
latter operator is one of two Hamiltonian operators for the non-dispersive shallow water equations.
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APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF THE GREEN-NAGHDI SYSTEM
This appendix is devoted to the derivation of the Euler equations and the Green-Naghdi system using
Lagrangian coordinates. The derivation below is due to Salmon [Salmon, 1998; Miles and Salmon, 1985],
who favored this approach because the approximations in the variational principle tend to preserve important
physical properties like conservation laws.
Let x = (x(t), y(t), z(t)) denote the position of a fluid particle whose initial position within the domain
is x(0), y(0), z(0) = (x0, y0, z0), so that the fluid velocity (u, v, w) = ddt(x, y, z). As in other appendices,
the symbol ∼ will denote equality modulo a perfect divergence.
The potential (or, in the case of the fluid, internal) energy is simply the pressure p. Using this fact in the
standard expression for the Lagrangian L is
L = T − U =
∫∫ |ẋ|2
2
dxdt−
∫∫
pdxdt.
Now apply Hamilton’s principle and let the variation of the Lagrangian with respect to the particle position
equal zero:
0 = δx
∫∫ { |ẋ|2
2
− p
}
dxdt =
∫∫ [
−d
2x
dt2
− ∂p
∂x
]
δxdxdt
=
∫∫ [
−du
dt
− ∂p
∂x
]
δxdxdt
=
∫∫ [
−∂u
∂t
− dxi
dt
∂u
∂xi
− ∂p
∂x
]
δxdxdt
=⇒ut + u · ∇u = −∇p.
We are left, of course, with Euler’s equations for an incompressible fluid, once we take into account the
incompressibility condition∇ · u = 0— which is just the variation of the Lagrangian with respect to p.
We now move to the derivation of the Green-Naghdi system, where we will let x = (x, y) and treat z
separately. The particles on the surface η = z will have initial positions H0. Since the waves of interest are
long with respect to depth, neglect vertical variations in the fluid velocity (the “columnar motion” ansatz). In
terms of Lagrangian coordinates, this means the horizontal fluid label is independent of the vertical label.
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Thus the incompressibility condition:
∂(x(t), z(t))
∂(x(0), z(0))
= 1
becomes
1 =
∂(x(t), z(t))
∂(x(0), z(0))
=
∂x(t)
∂x(0)
∂z(t)
∂z(0)
=⇒ z(t)− z(0) = ∂x(0)
∂x(t)
.
By defining the layer thickness η = z(t)− z(0),
dz
dt
= −
(
∂x(t)
∂x(0)
)−2 ∂ẋ(t)
∂x(0)
= −∂x(0)
∂x(t)
∂ẋ(t)
∂x(t)
=⇒ ηt + u · ∇η = −η∇ · u
we arrive at the mass conservation equation previously obtained by layer averaging.
Assuming the pressure is hydrostatic p = P + ρgz, ρ constant and P (x, t) the surface pressure, the
Lagrangian becomes:
∫∫
−P +
∫ η
0
{ |u|2 + w2
2
− gz
}
dzdxdt = ρ
∫∫ {
−P +
∫ H0
0
[
ẋ2
2
+
ż2
2
− gz
]}
dzdx(0)dt
= ρ
∫∫ {
−P + ẋ
2
2
+
∫ H0
0
[(
dη
dt
z0
H0
)2
− gz0
]
dz0
}
dx(0)dt
= ρ
∫∫ {
ẋ2
2
+
1
3
(
dη
dt
)2
− gη − P
}
dx(0)dt.
To compare variations with respect to η with those in x, we require the following identity for smooth,
integrable functionals F of the fluid depth η:
δηF [η] = F
′[η]δη = η−1
(
η2F ′[η]
)
δx.
Proof. First, we relate variations of η to those of x
δη = H0δ
(
∂x(t)
∂x(0)
)−1
= −H0
(
∂x(t)
∂x(0)
)−2
δ
(
∂x(t)
∂x(0)
)
= −H0
(
η
H0
)2(∂(δx, y)
∂x(0)
+
∂(x, δy)
∂x(0)
)
.
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Now, for a smooth functional F ,
δηFδη = −F
η2
H0
(
∂(δx, y)
∂x(0)
+
∂(x, δy)
∂x(0)
)
∼ H−10
(
∂(η2F, y)
∂x(0)
δx+
∂(x, η2F )
∂x(0)
δy
)
= H−10
∂x(t)
∂x(0)
(
∂(η2F, y)
∂x(t)
δx+
∂(x, η2F )
∂x(t)
δy
)
= η−1
(
∂(η2F )
∂x
δx+
∂(η2F )
∂y
δy
)
= η−1∇(η2F ) · δx.
By selecting F [η] = −gη and applying Hamilton’s principle to the depth-integrated Lagrangian gives
the Green-Naghdi system:
ηt +∇ · (ηu) = 0
ut + u · ∇u + g∇η = −∇P − η−1∇
(
η2
3
d2η
dt2
)
.
(B.1)
The terms on the right-hand side of the momentum equations are the surface pressure contributions
and the higher-order
(
O(ε2)
)
effects of including vertical momentum. Neglecting both of these gives the
hyperbolic, non-dispersive shallow water equations
ηt +∇ · (ηu) = 0
ut + u · ∇u +∇η = 0.
(B.2)
Meanwhile, ignoring surface pressure and assuming wave amplitude to be comparable to the nonlinear
dispersive term (the weakly nonlinear assumption) gives the Boussinesq system:
ηt +∇ · (ηu) = 0
ut + u · ∇u +∇η = −
ε2
3
∇ηtt.
(B.3)
where η(x, t) is the depth of the fluid and u(x, t) the horizontal fluid velocity averaged over the fluid depth.
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APPENDIX C
CLEBSCH VARIABLES AND LAGRANGIAN FORMULATIONS
Though we have focused on the Hamiltonian formulation in the main body of this thesis, this appendix is
devoted to the Lagrangian formulation and the closely related Clebsch variables. The use of “Lagrangian”
should not be confused with the Lagrangian particle formulation, which we use in appendix B. This appendix
will cite three applications of the Lagrangian formulation; the last being the derivation of the Dubreil-Jacotin-
Long equation which is directly applicable to the study of internal waves.
In searching for a Lagrangian formulation of fluid motion, Seliger and Whitham [Seliger and Whitham,
1968] employ the “Clebsch variables” [Clebsch, 1859] which are related to the fluid particle labels. In Clebsch
variables,
L =
η|u|2
2
− U [η] + 1
2
uMηu + λ (ηt +∇ · (ηu)) + β (αt + u · ∇α)
serves as a Lagrangian for systems of Boussinesq type. Setting the variations of the Lagrangian with respect
to each variable to zero recovers the equations of motion:
ηu−Mηu− η∇λ+ β∇α = 0
ηt +∇ · (ηu) = 0
|u|2
2
− δηU [η] +
1
2
δη(uMηu)− λt − u · ∇λ = 0
βt +∇ · (βu) = 0
αt + u · ∇α = 0
In a single spatial dimension, the roles of the potentials become much clearer:
L =
∫
ηtφ+ η
φ2x
2
+ U [η] +
1
2
ηtMηtdxdt
which would be the starting point for Whitham modulational theory [Whitham, 1967], [Whitham, 1974]. The
barrier to averaging the Lagrangian is precisely the nonlocal term: we must calculate
∫ 2π
0
{
ηθMηθdθ =
∮
M [ηθ]
}
dη
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but are unable to find an expression for M [ηθ] without explicit dependence on θ, which would be necessary
to complete the averaging procedure as performed by Whitham. The Clebsch variables are far from ideal for
a numbers of reasons. Cannot be measured directly, too many auxiliary variables– not strictly physical.
The variation with respect to velocity, though, gives a hint as to the ideal variables for the Hamiltonian
formulation. In fact, the variation of the total energy with respect to velocity gives the momentum term that
will replace velocity as the relevant state variable.
An important example of the Lagrangian principle for water waves uses the Lagrangian
L =
∫∫ ∫ η(x,t)
−h(x)
{
φt +
φ2x
2
+ gzdz + P (x, t)
}
dxdt
or “Luke’s variational principle for water waves,” [Luke, 1967] as Hamilton’s principle implies
ηt + φxηx = φz on z = η
φxx + φzz = 0 on z ∈ [−h(x), η(x, t)]
φt +
φ2x
2
+ gη + P = 0 on z = η
φz = 0 on z = −h(x)
(C.1)
which is commonly stated as “the” water wave problem. The four equations correspond to the water
surface being a material surface, the incompressibility condition for irrotational fluids, Bernoulli’s law at the
surface, and the impenetrability of the bottom of the domain. Including a second horizontal spatial direction
follows from replacing ∂x → ∇ = (∂x, ∂y), but doing so while maintaining the irrotationality assumption
neglects the possible vertically-directed vorticity. This vertically-directed vorticity is important in geophysical
applications in the context of potential vorticity [Miles and Salmon, 1985], [Salmon, 1998], and is also the
primary barrier preventing the ideas and techniques from Appendix D being generalized to more than one
horizontal dimension.
As a final application of the Lagrangian formulation, we derive the DJL equation for internal waves.
The streamfunction seems less than ideal at the outset, but proves to be very natural for steady solutions.
This derivation borrows much from Benjamin [Benjamin, 1984], section five, and Yih [Yih, 2012]. Note
that we do not adhere to the sign convention for streamfunctions from Benjamin’s paper. Let us restrict to a
single horizontal dimension for the density-stratified incompressible Euler equations. Suppose the solutions
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are steady in a frame moving at a constant speed c. This is equivalent to using the modified Hamiltonian
H → H − czσ. In addition, the density is a function of the streamfunction alone so that ρ = ρ(ψ). By using
the Lagrangian density
L =
∫∫
ρ(ψ)
{ |∇ψ|2 + c2
2
− gz + P (ψ)
}
dxdz
where P (ψ) is the pressure head at spatial infinity and P ′(ψ) = ρ′(ψ)gψc . Taking the variation of this
Lagrangian with respect to ψ reproduces
∇2ψ + ρ
′(ψ)
ρ(ψ)
( |∇ψ|2
2
+ gz
)
=
ρ′(ψ)
ρ(ψ)
(
gψ
c
+
c2
2
)
(C.2)
which is the Dubreil-Jacotin-Long (DJL) equation [Dubreil-Jacotin, 1932; Long, 1953]. The method of
derivation here more closely follows that of Long, but the semi-Lagrangian change of variable was used by
Dubreil-Jacotin some years before. The term on the right-hand-side is the Bernoulli constant.
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APPENDIX D
BOUNDARY CONFINEMENT EFFECTS
This appendix pertains to the interaction of a near-two layer fluid interface with a rigid boundary. We
assumed that horizontal rigid boundaries confined the fluid domain above and below through, but this
assumption should be challenged for some initial condition regimes. In particular, we examine how proximity
to a boundary affects fluid motion, as well as the “sticking” of an interface to a boundary. The results from
this appendix were reported in full detail in [Camassa et al., 2018a], from which the text in this section has
been adapted.
When confined between two horizontal plates, each infinite in extent, the two-dimensional can reduced to
a two-layer hydrostatic model using the variables ς = ρ2u2 − ρ1u1, and ξ = η2 − η1 with evolution given by


η
ς

 = −


0 ∂x
∂x 0




h(h2−ξ2)ς
(ρ2+ρ1)h+(ρ2−ρ1)ξ
hρ2(h−ξ)2−ρ1(h+ξ)2
2((ρ2+ρ1)h+(ρ2−ρ1)ξ)2 ς
2 + g(ρ2−ρ1)2h ξ

 (D.1)
which has the energy
H =
1
4
∫
h2(h2 − ξ2)ς2
h(ρ1 + ρ2)− (ρ2 − ρ1)ξ
+
g(ρ2 − ρ1)
8
(h− ξ)2dx.
This comparison with the corresponding shallow water equations are readily apparent, and even more so in
the Boussinesq limit ρ2ρ1 → 1, O
(
g
(
ρ2
ρ1
− 1
))
= 1.
This being a hyperbolic system, it is amenable to more analytical statements than even the dispersive
model systems studied earlier. In order to examine the effects of the rigid boundaries, [Camassa et al., 2018a]
studied self-similar families of piecewise-parabolic weak solutions to the above system. In particular, it is
found that the curvature at the peak of the parabola evolves in time in a qualitatively different way according
to its initial proximity to the boundary. The variables γ0 and µ0 are used to measure the curvature and heigh
of the parabola, respectively. It is found that depending on the value of µ0, the curvature may initially increase
before decreasing, as the effect of the proximal boundary increases. Additionally, intersecting the boundary
causes the interface to remain attached.
The early-time predictions for the concavity of the parabola peak are compared directly to simulations
using VarDen [Almgren et al., 1998]. We typically use a square grid with 1024 initial points along the vertical,
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Figure D.1: Initial condition and t = 2.1 density field evolution governed by the Euler equations, for the
class of initial data (D.2) with |γ0| = 1/16, µ0 = .70, limiting densities ρ1 = 0.111 (ρ2 = 0.999) for upper
(lower) fluid. Image (scaled vertically by a factor 4) restricted to the middle 16-unit wide window of the
32-unit domain, with h = 1. The sign of the curvature of the interface (the thin transition region between two
essentially uniform densities) at x = 0 continues to be negative at this time.
although we have run cases with higher (up to 2048 points) and lower (down to 128 points) resolution to
assess convergence. We also used 6 levels for the adjustable mesh refinement limit, and were run on UNC’s
KillDevil parallel computing cluster. Lateral boundary conditions will be assumed to be periodic, while
impermeable top and bottom plates (zero-vertical velocity) will be assumed. For the purposes of simplicity,
we take throughout this section ρ1 = .111, ρ2 = .999, and g = 1. To approximate the two layer limit
continuously, we typically work with the scale λ = 1/100. The evolution of the second derivative of the
mean-density isoline at the center of the domain is computed by fitting a parabola centered at x = 0, thus
tracking the value of the best-fit second derivative over time. In all the figures reporting snapshots of direct
numerical simulations, we limit ourselves to portraits of instantaneous density field, color coded so that
red corresponds to ρ2 = 0.999 transitioning to blue at ρ1 = 0.111. The computation domain is kept to
rectangular box with aspect ratio 32× 1, with only the intermediate window x ∈ [−8, 8] visualized in the
figures.
For all simulations, the velocity is taken to be initially zero and the stratification is determined through
the function
ymid(x) =



max
min



x∈R
{
µ0 + γ0x
2, .5
}
, (D.2)
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Figure D.2: Same as figure D.1, but with µ0 = .95. The reversal of the sign of the curvature of the interface
(the thin transition region between two essentially uniform densities) in the form of a “dimple” in the region
around x = 0 is noticeable at this time.
(where the choice max or min is for negative or positive γ0, respectively) which tracks the inflection point of
a continuous density distribution
ρ(x, y) = ρmin +
ρmax − ρmin
2
(
1 + tanh
(
λ−1(ymid(x)− y)
))
. (D.3)
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Figure D.3: Time history of the mean density isoline curvature at x = 0 corresponding to three different
choices of the initial height bracketing the critical elevation µ0cr,D (D.4) for the full Euler simulations
with initial condition of class (D.2), with ρ1 = 0.111, ρ2 = .0.999. Left panel: |γ0| = 1/256, and
µ0 = 0.7, 0.75, 0.8; right panel: |γ0| = 1/16, and µ0 = 0.8, 0.85, 0.9.
The data on the critical height with respect to height and curvature parameters µ0 and γ0 from the
simulations of the full Euler system are summarized in figure D.4. We consider an array of initial conditions,
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Figure D.4: Critical height µ0 vs. curvature parameter γ0, same setup as figure D.1: sampling the two-
parameter plane by evolving initial conditions in the class (D.2), with ρ1 = 0.111, ρ2 = 0.999. The
solid curve is the dispersion correction of the strongly nonlinear model fully included. This correction is
asymptotically consistent with the strongly nonlinear model in the limit |γ0|h  1, i.e., with the linear
relation. Symbols represent the outcome of full Euler numerical simulations: “×”–curvature increase, “o”
curvature decrease. The curvature parameter |γ0| is set to be 2−n, n = 0, 1 . . . , 6. Inset: log-lin plot, to zoom
in the region |γ0| small.
with heights µ0 and curvature parameters γ0 bracketing the theoretical values identified as
µ0,cr =
1−
√
1− r
r
h (D.4)
As can be seen from figure D.4, even when applied outside of its strictly asymptotic validity, the critical
curve determined by the two-layer model (lying outside and roughly paralleling the convex hull of the
circle symbols which mark the curvature-increase parametric region) can provide a fair estimate of the
critical height even for large initial curvature parameter |γ0| ' 1. Of course, a more accurate quantitative
agreement is beyond reach of this simple approximation: effects such as higher order dispersion in the model
asymptotics as well as those originating from the full Euler system with smooth stratification must play a
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Figure D.5: Evolution of initial data of class (D.2) touching the lower plate, stratification same as in figure D.1.
Snapshots at times t = 0 (top panel), t = 3.01 (second), t = 3.25 (third) and t = 3.41 (fourth panel). Other
parameters are the same as in figure D.1. A filament of interfacial, intermediate density fluid appears to be
forming and maintaining contact to the bottom at time t = 3.41.
role; with this in mind, it is remarkable that the prediction is verified qualitatively at all. We also stress that
the relative steepness of the linear, asymptotically consistent estimate of the relation between µcr,D and γ0
as γ0 → 0 makes for a relatively sensitive dependence of the critical height on the curvature parameter and
long-wave asymptotics, which can be seen with the log-scale of the inset of figure D.4. This shows that
dispersive effects can become relatively important at short times, even before gradient catastrophes have
begun to form, in this case in the smooth quadratic region near the parabolic apex. This early-time effects of
dispersion for smooth initial data are reminiscent of those quantified by pressure imbalances in stratified fluids
investigated in [Camassa et al., 2016]. We remark that each grid point in the two dimensional parametric
search summarized by figure D.4 represents a relatively expensive numerical computation Euler equations, so
that further refinement of the parametric search would require a more intensive investment of computation
resources that is best left to a separate study.
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In the same vein as the previous numerical simulations, it is interesting to see how the full Euler system
evolves initial conditions for which the initial mean density isoline contacts the bottom or top plate, and
observe the distinct behavior in the evolution of initial configurations brought forth by the two-layer model.
In fact, for the two-layer model, the bottom contact case evolves similarly to the Airy’s solution, with the
interface remaining in touch with the plate, and the curvature remaining finite until a ‘global’ shock develops
in the interface profile at the contact point. In contrast, for the case of the interface touching the top plate,
while the persistence of contact until loss of regularity is also observed, this occurs with the formation of a
corner (jump in derivative) in the interface profile at the contact point (accompanied by a standard shock –
derivative going to infinity at an inflection point – at the origin for the corresponding velocity shear field ς).
These trends can in fact be detected by the full Euler simulations. As can be seen, density isolines remain
attached to the bottom plate, with curvature staying finite for the isolines near the contact region, for a finite
time of the evolution, with the interfacial region bearing strong similarities with the two-layer counterpart.
The Euler simulation is not limited by the shock formation of its two-layer counterpart, and offers a glimpse
of how the evolution continues past the time of loss of regularity with the formation of an upward moving jet
of higher density fluid.
Density isolines remain attached to the top lid for times past that of the last panel in the figure, t = 1.7,
but eventually lack of resolution introduces artificial effects that can not truly represent the PDE solution of
the Euler system. Shear instabilities may also develop at later times in the course of the evolution, however
the “stem” region attaching the lower layer fluid to the top plate seemingly persists up to those times.
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Figure D.6: Evolution of initial data touching the upper plate. Snapshots at times t = 0 (top), t = 1.1
(middle) and t = 1.7 (bottom). Other parameters are the same as in figure D.1. The formation of the cusp-like
shape of the interface near the top plate can be clearly seen at the time t = 1.7 .
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APPENDIX E
MATLAB CODE
This appendix contains codes (or, at least, templates for code) used in the numerics and validation
chapters in this thesis. The three programs were written in Matlab R2017b, and used respectively for solving
the initial value problem for the generalized Boussinesq system in one and two dimensions, as well as
computing the profile of traveling waves to the model system.
E.1 Generalized Boussinesq solver in one horizontal dimension
function [a, c, lambda] = InternalWaveRK4CGDim(initial,cTWS)
%% Based on the code from Trefethen’s "Spectral Methods in ...
MATLAB"
% Code # 27, for the Korteweg-de Vries equation.
%%
%warning(’off’,’all’)
%warning
tic;
%% Physical parameters
L = 18.00; H = 2.15;
h1 = .15;
h2 = H-h1;
rho2 = 1.022;
rho1 = .999;
g = 9.81;
r = rho2/rho1 - 1;
c0 = sqrt(g*r*h1);
hgate = .25;
lgate = .56;
alpha = 10;
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%% Simulation variables
N = 1024; x= L/N*(-N/2:N/2-1)’; dx = L/N; dt = 2*dx/(N); ...
tmax = L/(c0*cTWS);
cgErr = dtˆ8; % Order of time-stepper squared
cameraPos = 12.00/27.00;
cameraInd = floor(N/2 + 6.56/9.00*(N/2-1));
passPos12 = false; passPos16 = false; passPos20 = false;
clf, drawnow
k = 2*pi/L*[0:N/2-1 0 -N/2+1:-1]’;
TXhat = -k.*coth(h2*k);
TXhat(1) = -1/h2;
TXhat(N/2+1)= TXhat(N/2) + (TXhat(N/2) - TXhat(N/2-1));
TXhat = (1+r)*TXhat;
TXhatInv = tanh(h2*k)./k;
TXhatInv(1) = h2;
TXhatInv(N/2+1) = TXhatInv(N/2) + (TXhatInv(N/2) - ...
TXhatInv(N/2-1));
TX = real(dftmtx(N)’*diag(TXhat)*dftmtx(N)/N);
D = zeros(N);
for i=1:N-1
D(i,i+1) = 1;
D(i+1,i) = -1;
end
D(N,1) = 1;
D(1,N) = -1;
D = D/(2*dx);
%D = real(dftmtx(N)’*diag(1i*k)*dftmtx(N)/N);
%% Initial conditions
u = 0*x;
eta = 0*x;
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gateInd = floor(lgate/L*N);
%eta(1:N/2-gateInd-1) = h1;
%eta(N/2+gateInd+2:N) = h1;
%eta(N/2-gateInd:N/2+gateInd+1) = h1+hgate;
%eta = h1 + hgate*(1 + tanh(alpha*(x+lgate))).*(1 + ...
tanh(-alpha*(x-lgate)))/4;
eta = h1 - initial;
u = c0*cTWS*initial./(initial - h1);
%eta = h1 - initial;
%eta = h1 + .5*sech(4*x);
% ILW
% beta = 1.1;
% c0 = sqrt(g*r*h1);
% c1 = -1.5*c0/h1;
% c2 = 0.5*c0*h1*rho2/rho1;
% a = 4*c2*beta*tan(beta)/(c1*h2);
% lambdaILW = h2/beta;
% c = c0 - 2*c2*beta/(h2*tan(2*beta));
% zetaILW = a*cos(beta)ˆ2./(cos(beta)ˆ2 + ...
sinh(x/lambdaILW).ˆ2);
% u = c*zetaILW./(zetaILW-h1);
% eta = h1-zetaILW;
% u = cTWS*initial./(initial-h1);
% eta = h1-initial;
m = eta.*u - diag(eta)*TX*diag(eta)*u;
%% Plot Parameters
nImages = 100; nplt = floor((tmax/nImages)/dt);
nmax = round(tmax/dt);
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etadata = eta; mdata = m; tdata = 0; udata = u;
bar = waitbar(0,’Please wait...’);
%% Data
amplitude = zeros(nmax,1);
crestPos = zeros(nmax,1);
crestInd = zeros(nmax,1);
uSnapshot = zeros(nmax,1);
etaSnapshot = zeros(nmax,1);
wavelength = zeros(nmax,1);
%% Time-stepping
for n=1:nmax
%% Required that u is defined and up-to-date before ...
each iteration.
t = n*dt;
%% Stage 1
TXetau = real(ifft(TXhat.*fft(eta.*u)));
aeta = -dt*D*(eta.*u);
am = -dt*( D*( m.*u) + m.*(D*u) + eta.*(D*(g*r*eta ...
- u.ˆ2/2+ u.*TXetau )) );
%% Stage 2
% Conjugate gradient
q = m+am/2 - ((eta+aeta/2).*u - (eta+aeta/2).*...
real(ifft(TXhat.*fft((eta+aeta/2).*u))));
p = q;
qSq = dot(q,q);
count = 0;
while qSq > cgErr;
Ap = (eta+aeta/2).*p - (eta+aeta/2).*...
real(ifft(TXhat.*fft((eta+aeta/2).*p)));
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pRat = qSq/dot(p,Ap);
u = u + pRat*p;
q = q - pRat*Ap;
qRat = dot(q,q)/qSq;
p = q + qRat*p;
qSq = qRat*qSq;
count = count+1;
end
TXetau = real(ifft(TXhat.*fft((eta+aeta/2).*u)));
beta = -dt*D*((eta+aeta/2).*u);
bm = -dt*( D*( (m+am/2).*u) + (m+am/2).*(D*u) + ...
(eta+aeta/2).*(D*(g*r*(eta+aeta/2) - u.ˆ2/2 + ...
u.*TXetau )) );
%% Stage 3
% Conjugate gradient
q = m+bm/2 - ((eta+beta/2).*u - (eta+beta/2).*...
real(ifft(TXhat.*fft((eta+beta/2).*u))));
p = q;
qSq = dot(q,q);
count = 0;
while qSq > cgErr;
Ap = (eta+beta/2).*p - (eta+beta/2).*real(ifft(TXhat.*...
fft((eta+beta/2).*p)));
pRat = qSq/dot(p,Ap);
u = u + pRat*p;
q = q - pRat*Ap;
qRat = dot(q,q)/qSq;
p = q + qRat*p;
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qSq = qRat*qSq;
count = count+1;
end
TXetau = real(ifft(TXhat.*fft((eta+beta/2).*u)));
ceta = -dt*D*((eta+beta/2).*u);
cm = -dt*( D*( (m+bm/2).*u) + (m+bm/2).*(D*u) + ...
(eta+beta/2).*(D*(g*r*(eta+beta/2) - u.ˆ2/2 + u.*TXetau )) );
%% Stage 4
% Conjugate gradient
q = m+cm - ((eta+ceta).*u - (eta+ceta).*real(ifft(TXhat.*...
fft((eta+ceta).*u))));
p = q;
qSq = dot(q,q);
count = 0;
while qSq > cgErr;
Ap = (eta+ceta).*p - (eta+ceta).*real(ifft(TXhat.*...
fft((eta+ceta).*p)));
pRat = qSq/dot(p,Ap);
u = u + pRat*p;
q = q - pRat*Ap;
qRat = dot(q,q)/qSq;
p = q + qRat*p;
qSq = qRat*qSq;
count = count+1;
end
TXetau = real(ifft(TXhat.*fft((eta+ceta).*u)));
deta = -dt*D*((eta+ceta).*u);
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dm = -dt*( D*( (m+cm).*u) + (m+cm).*(D*u) + (eta+ceta).*...
(D*(g*r*(eta+ceta) - u.ˆ2/2 + u.*TXetau )) );
%% Update
eta = eta + (aeta + 2*(beta+ceta)+deta)/6;
m = m + (am + 2*(bm+cm) + dm)/6;
% Conjugate gradient
q = m - (eta.*u - eta.*real(ifft(TXhat.*fft(eta.*u))));
p = q;
qSq = dot(q,q);
count = 0;
while qSq > cgErr;
Ap = eta.*p - eta.*real(ifft(TXhat.*fft(eta.*p)));
pRat = qSq/dot(p,Ap);
u = u + pRat*p;
q = q - pRat*Ap;
qRat = dot(q,q)/qSq;
p = q + qRat*p;
qSq = qRat*qSq;
count = count+1;
end
%% Record data
[hopefullyZero,linInd] = min(abs(x-.8*c0*t));
[etaMax, ind] = max(eta(linInd:N));
amplitude(n) = etaMax;
% if ind+linInd > N
% break;
% end
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% crestPos(n) = x(ind+linInd);
% crestInd(n) = ind;
% wavelength(n) = dx*sum(eta(ind+linInd+1:end)-h1);
% uSnapshot(n) = u(cameraInd);
% etaSnapshot(n) = eta(cameraInd);
% if ((crestPos(n) > 12.00) && ˜passPos12)
% fileID = fopen(’./915etaslice12’,’a’);
% fprintf(fileID,’time = %2.4f\n’, dt*n);
% fprintf(fileID,’time\teta\n’);
% etaPrint = [x(N/2+1:N)’; eta(N/2+1:N)’];
% fprintf(fileID,’%2.6f\t%2.6f\n’,etaPrint);
% fclose(fileID);
% fileID = fopen(’./915uslice12’,’a’);
% fprintf(fileID,’time = %2.4f\n’, dt*n);
% fprintf(fileID,’x\tu\n’);
% uPrint = [x(N/2+1:N)’; u(N/2+1:N)’];
% fprintf(fileID,’%2.6f\t%2.6f\n’,uPrint);
% fclose(fileID);
% passPos12 = true;
% end
% if ((crestPos(n) > 16.00) && ˜passPos16)
% fileID = fopen(’./915etaslice16’,’a’);
% fprintf(fileID,’time = %2.4f\n’, dt*n);
% fprintf(fileID,’time\teta\n’);
% etaPrint = [x(N/2+1:N)’; eta(N/2+1:N)’];
% fprintf(fileID,’%2.6f\t%2.6f\n’,etaPrint);
% fclose(fileID);
% fileID = fopen(’./915uslice16’,’a’);
% fprintf(fileID,’time = %2.4f\n’, dt*n);
% fprintf(fileID,’x\tu\n’);
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% uPrint = [x(N/2+1:N)’; u(N/2+1:N)’];
% fprintf(fileID,’%2.6f\t%2.6f\n’,uPrint);
% fclose(fileID);
% passPos16 = true;
% end
% if ((crestPos(n) > 20.00) && ˜passPos20)
% fileID = fopen(’./915etaslice20’,’a’);
% fprintf(fileID,’time = %2.4f\n’, dt*n);
% fprintf(fileID,’time\teta\n’);
% etaPrint = [x(N/2+1:N)’; eta(N/2+1:N)’];
% fprintf(fileID,’%2.6f\t%2.6f\n’,etaPrint);
% fclose(fileID);
% fileID = fopen(’./915uslice20’,’a’);
% fprintf(fileID,’time = %2.4f\n’, dt*n);
% fprintf(fileID,’x\tu\n’);
% uPrint = [x(N/2+1:N)’; u(N/2+1:N)’];
% fprintf(fileID,’%2.6f\t%2.6f\n’,uPrint);
% fclose(fileID);
% passPos20 = true;
% end
if mod(n, nplt) == 0
%toc
waitbar(n/nmax)
etadata = [etadata eta]; mdata = [mdata m];
tdata = [tdata t];
end
end
close;
%% Plot
% waterfall(x,tdata(1:length(etadata(1,:))),...
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etadata(N/2+1:N,:)’), ...
colormap([0 0 0]), view(-20, 25)
waterfall(x,tdata, etadata’), colormap([0 0 0]),
view(-20, 25)
% xlabel x, ylabel t, axis([0 L/2 0 ...
tdata(length(etadata(1,:))) -.25*h1 6*h1]),
grid off
xlabel x, ylabel t, axis([-L/2 L/2 0 tmax -.25*h1 6*h1]),
grid off
set(gca, ’ztick’,[-.25*h1 6*h1]), close(bar),
pbaspect([1 1 .13])
sum((eta - (h1 - initial)).ˆ2)/sum((eta-h1).ˆ2)
% figure;
% plot(amplitude) % amplitude over time
% figure;
% plot((1:nmax)*dt,etaSnapshot(1:nmax))
% displacement at ...
camera position over time.
% figure;
% plot((1:nmax)*dt,uSnapshot(1:nmax))
% velocity at camera ...
position over time.
% figure;
% plot((1:nmax)*dt,crestPos(1:nmax))
% wave position over time.
% (crestPos(ceil(nmax/5)) - crestPos(nmax))...
/(dt*(ceil(nmax/5)) -dt*(nmax))
% figure;
% plot(crestPos,amplitude)
% figure;
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% plot((1:nmax)*dt,wavelength)
% [M, passCameraInd] = min(abs(crestInd-cameraInd));
% % fprintf(’Wave passes camera at time t=%f.\n\n’, ...
passCameraInd*dt)
% % fprintf(’Amplitude at camera is a=%f.\n\n’, ...
amplitude(passCameraInd))
% waveSpeed = (crestPos(passCameraInd+100)-...
crestPos(passCameraInd-100))/(200*dt);
% lambda = sum(wavelength(passCameraInd-100:...
passCameraInd+100))/200;
% % fprintf(’Wavespeed at camera is c=%f.\n\n’, c)
% % fprintf(’Wavelength at camera is lambda=%f.\n\n’, ...
wavelength(passCameraInd))
% a = (amplitude(passCameraInd)-h1)/h1
% c = waveSpeed/c0
% lambda = lambda/h1
% sliceDist = .5;
% cameraPos = 6.00;
% [M, ind] = min(abs(crestPos-3));
%(cameraPos-sliceDist)));
% ind1 = ind(1);
% [M, ind] = min(abs(crestPos-7));
%(cameraPos+sliceDist)));
% ind2 = ind(1);
% [M, ind] = min(abs(crestPos-cameraPos));
% passCameraInd = ind(1);
% crestPos(ind2) - 7
% crestPos(ind1) - 3
% waveSpeed = (crestPos(ind2)-crestPos(ind1))...
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/(dt*(ind2-ind1));
% lambda = sum(wavelength(ind1:ind2))/(ind2-ind1);
% a = (sum(amplitude(ind1:ind2)-h1)/(ind2-ind1))/h1;
% c = waveSpeed/c0;
% lambda = lambda/(h1*h1*a);
% timeElapsed = toc;
% fprintf("The simulation run-time was %4.2f seconds.\n", ...
timeElapsed)
% load gong;
% figure; plot(uSnapshot); figure; plot(etaSnapshot);
% figure; plot(crestPos);
% fileID = fopen(’./915eta’,’a’);
% fprintf(fileID,’time\teta\n’);
% etaPrint = [dt*(1:length(etaSnapshot)); etaSnapshot’];
% fprintf(fileID,’%2.6f\t%2.6f\n’,etaPrint);
% fclose(fileID);
% fileID = fopen(’./915u’,’a’);
% fprintf(fileID,’time\tu\n’);
% uPrint = [dt*(1:length(uSnapshot)); uSnapshot’];
% fprintf(fileID,’%2.6f\t%2.6f\n’,uPrint);
% fclose(fileID);
% %sound(y,Fs);
end
E.2 Generalized Boussinesq solver in two horizontal dimensions
function DIWRK4CG2D()
tic;
%% Physical parameters
LX = 30.00; LY = 30.00;
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h1 = 1.0;
rho1 = 0.998; rho2 = 1.0216;
r = rho1/rho2; g = 9.81;
gr = g*(1-r); c0 = sqrt(gr*h1);
%% Simulation variables
NX = 512; NY = 512;
[x, y] = meshgrid(LX/NX*(-NX/2:NX/2-1), ...
LY/NY*(-NY/2:NY/2-1));
dx = LX/NX; dy = LY/NY; dt = 1e-3; tmax = 50;
cgErr = dtˆ8; % Order of time-stepper squared
% Maximum number of conjugate gradient iterations
maxCount = 50;
%% Nonlocal operator
[kx, ky] = meshgrid(2*pi/LX*[0:NX/2-1 0 -NX/2+1:-1], ...
2*pi/LY*[0:NY/2-1 0 -NY/2+1:-1]);
MXXhat = -r*kx.*kx./(kx.ˆ2 + ky.ˆ2);
MXYhat = -r*kx.*ky./(kx.ˆ2 + ky.ˆ2);
MYYhat = -r*ky.*ky./(kx.ˆ2 + ky.ˆ2);
MXXhat(isnan(MXXhat)) = -r;
MXYhat(isnan(MXYhat)) = -r;
MYYhat(isnan(MYYhat)) = -r;
MYXhat = MXYhat;
DXhat = -1i*kx; DYhat = -1i*ky;
%% Initial conditions
u1 = 0*x; u2 = 0*x; eta = 0*x;
eta = h1 + 2*h1./(1 + x.ˆ2 + y.ˆ2) + ...
.5*h1./(1 + x.ˆ2 + (y-LY/2).ˆ2);
m1 = eta.*u1 - eta.*real(ifft2(MXXhat.*fft2(eta.*u1) ...
+ MXYhat.*fft2(eta.*u2) ));
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m2 = eta.*u2 - eta.*real(ifft2(MYXhat.*fft2(eta.*u1) ...
+ MYYhat.*fft2(eta.*u2) ));
%% Plot Parameters
nImages = 20; nplt = floor((tmax/nImages)/dt);
nmax = round(tmax/dt);
%bar = waitbar(0,’Please wait...’);
%% Time-stepping
for n=1:nmax
%% Required that u is defined and up-to-date ...
before each iteration.
t = n*dt;
%% Stage 1
etau1 = eta.*u1; etau2 = eta.*u2;
divetau = real(ifft2(DXhat.*fft2(etau1) +...
DYhat.*fft2(etau2) ));
aeta = -dt*divetau;
am1 = -dt*( divetau.*m1./eta + .5*gr*...
real(ifft2(DXhat.*fft2(eta.ˆ2))) + ...
etau1.*real(ifft2(DXhat.*fft2(u1))) + ...
etau2.*real(ifft2(DYhat.*fft2(u1))) );
am2 = -dt*( divetau.*m2./eta + .5*gr*...
real(ifft2(DYhat.*fft2(eta.ˆ2))) + ...
etau1.*real(ifft2(DXhat.*fft2(u2))) + ...
etau2.*real(ifft2(DYhat.*fft2(u2))) );
%% Stage 2
% Conjugate gradient
etaA = eta + aeta/2;
MXXetau1 = real(ifft2(MXXhat.*fft2(etaA.*u1)));
MYXetau1 = real(ifft2(MYXhat.*fft2(etaA.*u1)));
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MXYetau2 = real(ifft2(MXYhat.*fft2(etaA.*u2)));
MYYetau2 = real(ifft2(MYYhat.*fft2(etaA.*u2)));
q1 = m1+am1/2 - ...
(etaA.*u1 - etaA.*(MXXetau1 + MXYetau2));
q2 = m2+am2/2 - ...
(etaA.*u2 - etaA.*(MYXetau1 + MYYetau2));
q = [reshape(q1,[NX*NY,1]); reshape(q2,[NX*NY,1])];
p1 = q1; p2 = q2;
qSq = dot(q,q);
count = 0;
while (qSq > cgErr && count < maxCount)
MXXetap1 = real(ifft2(MXXhat.*fft2(etaA.*p1)));
MYXetap1 = real(ifft2(MYXhat.*fft2(etaA.*p1)));
MXYetap2 = real(ifft2(MXYhat.*fft2(etaA.*p2)));
MYYetap2 = real(ifft2(MYYhat.*fft2(etaA.*p2)));
Ap1 = etaA.*p1 - etaA.*(MXXetap1 + MXYetap2);
Ap2 = etaA.*p2 - etaA.*(MYXetap1 + MYYetap2);
Ap = [reshape(Ap1,[NX*NY,1]);
reshape(Ap2,[NX*NY,1])];
p = [reshape(p1,[NX*NY,1]); reshape(p2,[NX*NY,1])];
pRat = qSq/dot(p,Ap);
u1 = u1 + pRat*p1; u2 = u2 + pRat*p2;
q1 = q1 - pRat*Ap1; q2 = q2 - pRat*Ap2;
q = [reshape(q1,[NX*NY,1]); reshape(q2,[NX*NY,1])];
qRat = dot(q,q)/qSq;
p1 = q1 + qRat*p1; p2 = q2 + qRat*p1;
qSq = qRat*qSq;
count = count+1;
end
etau1 = (eta+aeta/2).*u1; etau2 = (eta+aeta/2).*u2;
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divetau = real(ifft2(DXhat.*fft2(etau1) + ...
DYhat.*fft2(etau2) ));
beta = -dt*divetau;
bm1 = -dt*( divetau.*(m1+am1/2)./(eta+aeta/2) + ...
.5*gr*real(ifft2(DXhat...
.*fft2((eta+aeta/2).ˆ2))) + ...
etau1.*real(ifft2(DXhat.*fft2(u1))) + ...
etau2.*real(ifft2(DYhat.*fft2(u1))) );
bm2 = -dt*( divetau.*(m2+am2/2)./(eta+aeta/2) ...
+ .5*gr*real(ifft2(DYhat...
.*fft2((eta+aeta/2).ˆ2))) + ...
etau1.*real(ifft2(DXhat.*fft2(u2))) + ...
etau2.*real(ifft2(DYhat.*fft2(u2))) );
%% Stage 3
% Conjugate gradient
etaB = eta + beta/2;
MXXetau1 = real(ifft2(MXXhat.*fft2(etaB.*u1)));
MYXetau1 = real(ifft2(MYXhat.*fft2(etaB.*u1)));
MXYetau2 = real(ifft2(MXYhat.*fft2(etaB.*u2)));
MYYetau2 = real(ifft2(MYYhat.*fft2(etaB.*u2)));
q1 = m1+bm1/2 - ...
(etaB.*u1 - etaB.*(MXXetau1 + MXYetau2));
q2 = m2+bm2/2 - ....
(etaB.*u2 - etaB.*(MYXetau1 + MYYetau2));
q = [reshape(q1,[NX*NY,1]); reshape(q2,[NX*NY,1])];
p1 = q1; p2 = q2;
qSq = dot(q,q);
count = 0;
while (qSq > cgErr && count < maxCount)
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MXXetap1 = real(ifft2(MXXhat.*fft2(etaB.*p1)));
MYXetap1 = real(ifft2(MYXhat.*fft2(etaB.*p1)));
MXYetap2 = real(ifft2(MXYhat.*fft2(etaB.*p2)));
MYYetap2 = real(ifft2(MYYhat.*fft2(etaB.*p2)));
Ap1 = etaB.*p1 - etaB.*(MXXetap1 + MXYetap2);
Ap2 = etaB.*p2 - etaB.*(MYXetap1 + MYYetap2);
Ap = [reshape(Ap1,[NX*NY,1]);
reshape(Ap2,[NX*NY,1])];
p = [reshape(p1,[NX*NY,1]); reshape(p2,[NX*NY,1])];
pRat = qSq/dot(p,Ap);
u1 = u1 + pRat*p1; u2 = u2 + pRat*p2;
q1 = q1 - pRat*Ap1; q2 = q2 - pRat*Ap2;
q = [reshape(q1,[NX*NY,1]); reshape(q2,[NX*NY,1])];
qRat = dot(q,q)/qSq;
p1 = q1 + qRat*p1; p2 = q2 + qRat*p1;
qSq = qRat*qSq;
count = count+1;
end
etau1 = (eta+beta/2).*u1; etau2 = (eta+beta/2).*u2;
divetau = real(ifft2(DXhat.*fft2(etau1) ...
+ DYhat.*fft2(etau2) ));
ceta = -dt*divetau;
cm1 = -dt*( divetau.*(m1+bm1/2)./(eta+beta/2) + ...
.5*gr*real(ifft2(DXhat...
.*fft2((eta+beta/2).ˆ2))) + ...
etau1.*real(ifft2(DXhat.*fft2(u1))) + ...
etau2.*real(ifft2(DYhat.*fft2(u1))) );
cm2 = -dt*( divetau.*(m2+am2/2)./(eta+beta/2) + ...
.5*gr*real(ifft2(DYhat...
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.*fft2((eta+beta/2).ˆ2))) + ...
etau1.*real(ifft2(DXhat.*fft2(u2))) + ...
etau2.*real(ifft2(DYhat.*fft2(u2))) );
%% Stage 4
% Conjugate gradient
etaC = eta + ceta;
MXXetau1 = real(ifft2(MXXhat.*fft2(etaC.*u1)));
MYXetau1 = real(ifft2(MYXhat.*fft2(etaC.*u1)));
MXYetau2 = real(ifft2(MXYhat.*fft2(etaC.*u2)));
MYYetau2 = real(ifft2(MYYhat.*fft2(etaC.*u2)));
q1 = m1+cm1 - ...
(etaC.*u1 - etaC.*(MXXetau1 + MXYetau2));
q2 = m2+cm2 - ....
(etaC.*u2 - etaC.*(MYXetau1 + MYYetau2));
q = [reshape(q1,[NX*NY,1]); reshape(q2,[NX*NY,1])];
p1 = q1; p2 = q2;
qSq = dot(q,q);
count = 0;
while (qSq > cgErr && count < maxCount)
MXXetap1 = real(ifft2(MXXhat.*fft2(etaC.*p1)));
MYXetap1 = real(ifft2(MYXhat.*fft2(etaC.*p1)));
MXYetap2 = real(ifft2(MXYhat.*fft2(etaC.*p2)));
MYYetap2 = real(ifft2(MYYhat.*fft2(etaC.*p2)));
Ap1 = etaC.*p1 - etaC.*(MXXetap1 + MXYetap2);
Ap2 = etaC.*p2 - etaC.*(MYXetap1 + MYYetap2);
Ap = [reshape(Ap1,[NX*NY,1]);
reshape(Ap2,[NX*NY,1])];
p = [reshape(p1,[NX*NY,1]); reshape(p2,[NX*NY,1])];
pRat = qSq/dot(p,Ap);
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u1 = u1 + pRat*p1; u2 = u2 + pRat*p2;
q1 = q1 - pRat*Ap1; q2 = q2 - pRat*Ap2;
q = [reshape(q1,[NX*NY,1]); reshape(q2,[NX*NY,1])];
qRat = dot(q,q)/qSq;
p1 = q1 + qRat*p1; p2 = q2 + qRat*p1;
qSq = qRat*qSq;
count = count+1;
end
etau1 = (eta+ceta).*u1; etau2 = (eta+ceta).*u2;
divetau = real(ifft2(DXhat.*fft2(etau1) ...
+ DYhat.*fft2(etau2) ));
deta = -dt*divetau;
dm1 = -dt*( divetau.*(m1+cm1)./(eta+ceta) + ...
.5*gr*real(ifft2(DXhat.*...
fft2((eta+ceta).ˆ2))) + ...
etau1.*real(ifft2(DXhat.*fft2(u1))) + ...
etau2.*real(ifft2(DYhat.*fft2(u1))) );
dm2 = -dt*( divetau.*(m2+cm2)./(eta+ceta) + ...
.5*gr*real(ifft2(DYhat.*...
fft2((eta+ceta).ˆ2))) + ...
etau1.*real(ifft2(DXhat.*fft2(u2))) + ...
etau2.*real(ifft2(DYhat.*fft2(u2))) );
%% Update
eta = eta + (aeta + 2*(beta+ceta)+deta)/6;
m1 = m1 + (am1 + 2*(bm1+cm1) + dm1)/6;
m2 = m2 + (am2 + 2*(bm2+cm2) + dm2)/6;
% Conjugate gradient
MXXetau1 = real(ifft2(MXXhat.*fft2(eta.*u1)));
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MYXetau1 = real(ifft2(MYXhat.*fft2(eta.*u1)));
MXYetau2 = real(ifft2(MXYhat.*fft2(eta.*u2)));
MYYetau2 = real(ifft2(MYYhat.*fft2(eta.*u2)));
q1 = m1 - (eta.*u1 - eta.*(MXXetau1 + MXYetau2));
q2 = m2 - (eta.*u2 - eta.*(MYXetau1 + MYYetau2));
q = [reshape(q1,[NX*NY,1]); reshape(q2,[NX*NY,1])];
p1 = q1; p2 = q2;
qSq = dot(q,q);
count = 0;
while (qSq > cgErr && count < maxCount)
MXXetap1 = real(ifft2(MXXhat.*fft2(eta.*p1)));
MYXetap1 = real(ifft2(MYXhat.*fft2(eta.*p1)));
MXYetap2 = real(ifft2(MXYhat.*fft2(eta.*p2)));
MYYetap2 = real(ifft2(MYYhat.*fft2(eta.*p2)));
Ap1 = eta.*p1 - eta.*(MXXetap1 + MXYetap2);
Ap2 = eta.*p2 - eta.*(MYXetap1 + MYYetap2);
Ap = [reshape(Ap1,[NX*NY,1]);
reshape(Ap2,[NX*NY,1])];
p = [reshape(p1,[NX*NY,1]); reshape(p2,[NX*NY,1])];
pRat = qSq/dot(p,Ap);
u1 = u1 + pRat*p1; u2 = u2 + pRat*p2;
q1 = q1 - pRat*Ap1; q2 = q2 - pRat*Ap2;
q = [reshape(q1,[NX*NY,1]); reshape(q2,[NX*NY,1])];
qRat = dot(q,q)/qSq;
p1 = q1 + qRat*p1; p2 = q2 + qRat*p1;
qSq = qRat*qSq;
count = count+1;
end
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if mod(n, nplt) == 0
%count
%toc
%waitbar(n/nmax)
%figure; surf(x,y,eta,’EdgeColor’,’none’);
%title("\eta at time = %2.2f", t);
end
end
fileName = "Eta";
fileID = fopen(fileName,’w’);
fprintf(fileID,eta);
fclose(fileID);
%toc
end
E.3 Method for computing traveling wave solutions to the model system
function [prof,ampArr,lambdaArr,cArr] = PhysSpaceTWDim()
beta = 0.7;
h1=0.11; h2=.77-h1; g=9.81;
rho1=0.999; rho2=1.022; r=0.025;
r = rho2/rho1-1;
c0 = sqrt(g*h1*r);
c1 = -1.5*c0/h1;
c2 = c0*rho2*h1/(2*rho1);
a = 4*c2*beta*tan(beta)/(h2*c1);
lambdaILW = h2/beta;
c = c0 - 2*c2*beta/(h2*tan(2*beta));
L = 18.0;
N = 512; x= L/N*(-N/2:N/2-1)’;
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k = 2*pi/L*[0:N/2-1 0 -N/2+1:-1]’;
TXhat = -k.*coth(h2*k);
TXhat(1) = -1/h2;
TXhat(N/2+1)= TXhat(N/2) + (TXhat(N/2) - TXhat(N/2-1));
TXhat = (1+r)*TXhat;
TX = real(dftmtx(N)’*diag(TXhat)*dftmtx(N)/N);
tol = 1e-10; err = 1.0; loopCount = 0;
residual = 0;
zetaILW = a*cos(beta)ˆ2./(cos(beta)ˆ2 ...
+ sinh(x/lambdaILW).ˆ2);
zeta0 = zetaILW;
figure; hold on;
plot(x, zetaILW);
ampArr = [a]; lambdaArr = [h1*cot(h1/lambdaILW)];
cArr = [c];
while c/c0 < 2.0
while (err > tol && loopCount < 100)
M = -g*r*eye(N)/(c*c) - diag(h1*h1./...
((zeta0-h1).ˆ3)) - TX;
G = -g*r*zeta0/(c*c) + 0.5*h1*h1./((zeta0-h1).ˆ2) ...
- TX*zeta0 - .5;
Delta = -M\G;
residual = sum((Delta./zeta0).ˆ2);
zeta0 = zeta0 + Delta;
err = sum(Delta.ˆ2);
loopCount = loopCount+1;
end
ampArr = [ampArr min(zeta0)]; cArr = [cArr c];
lambdaArr = [lambdaArr L*sum(zeta0)/(2*N*min(zeta0))];
plot(x,zeta0);
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err = 1.0; loopCount = 0;
c = c + .0001;
end
hold off;
betaArr = .7:.001:pi/2-.075*c0/c;
figure; plot(-ampArr/h1,cArr/c0);
%, -4*c2*betaArr.*tan(betaArr)/(h2*c1)/h1, ...
(c0 - 2*c2*betaArr./(h2*tan(2*betaArr)))/c0 );
figure; plot(-ampArr/h1,lambdaArr/h1);
%, -4*c2*betaArr.*tan(betaArr)/(h2*c1)/h1,
%cot(h1*betaArr/h2));
figure; plot(cArr/c0,lambdaArr/h1);
prof = zeta0;
speed = c-.0001;
ampArr = -ampArr/h1; lambdaArr = lambdaArr/h1;
cArr = cArr/sqrt(g*h1*(rho2/rho1-1));
%figure; plot(x,prof/h1,x,c*prof./(c0*(prof-h1)))
%residual
end
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APPENDIX F
MATHEMATICA CODE
This appendix contains Mathematica code (modified from S. Chen) to find the optimal parameters for a
two-layer stratification based on the densitometer readings of the experimental set-up.
F.1 Mathematica code
DataPoints613 = {{0, 1.2}, {1, 4.1}, {2, 4.47}, {3, 4.4}, {4,
7.8}, {5, 13.0}, {6, 16.5}, {7, 21.7}, {8, 25.8}, {9, 27.3},
{10, 28.6}, {11, 32.0}, {12, 34.2}, {13, 37.8}};
DataPoints614 = {{0, 1.72}, {1, 5}, {2, 5.8}, {3, 8.1}, {4,
9.54}, {5, 10.9}, {6, 13.8}, {7, 17.1}, {8, 23.7}, {8, 30.4},
{9, 36.0}, {10, 41.7}, {11, 46.0}, {12, 46.0}};
DataPoints615 = {{0, 1.27}, {1, 6.9}, {2, 6.95}, {3, 8.2}, {4,
10.7}, {5, 13.3}, {6, 17.8}, {7, 22.3}, {8, 25.4}, {9, 29.1},
{10, 33.5}, {11, 36.9}, {12, 39}};
DataPoints616 = {{0, 1.36}, {1, 5.2}, {2, 6.1}, {3, 6.9}, {4,
9.5}, {5, 10.7}, {6, 13.7}, {7, 18.0}, {8, 24.1}, {9, 27.9},
{10, 31.3}, {11, 35.2}, {12, 40.7}, {13, 44.7}};
DataPoints617 = {{0, 1.8}, {1, 2.0}, {2, 5.84}, {3, 6.5}, {4,
8.8}, {5, 10.6}, {6, 13.8}, {7, 17.1}, {8, 21.3}, {9, 26.0},
{10, 30.1}, {11, 34.0}, {12, 36.8}, {13, 38.8}, {14, 40.6},
{15, 42.2}, {16, 43.6}};
DataPoints727 = {(*{0,
0},{1,.16},*){2, .85}, {3, .85}, {4, 1.16}, {5, 1.5}, {6, 1.7},
{7, 2.12}, {8, 2.69}, {9, 4.0}, {10, 7.72}, {11, 15.7}, {12,
26.5}, {13, 33.7}, {14, 37.3}};
DataPoints728a = {{0, 1.5}, {1, 1.5}, {2, 1.5}, {3, 1.5}, {4,
1.6}, {5, 1.6}, {6, 3.5}, {7, 5.0}, {8, 7.0}, {9, 10.0}, {10,
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13.3}, {11, 17.1}, {12, 20.4}, {13, 24.0}, {14, 26.7}, {15,
28.5}, {16, 30.0}};
DataPoints728b = {{2, 1.6}, {3, 1.7}, {4, 1.8}, {5, 2.0}, {6,
2.3}, {7, 3.4}, {8, 4.7}, {9, 6.7}, {10, 9.2}, {11, 12.8}, {12,
16.2}, {13, 20.0}, {14, 23.8}, {15, 27.5}, {16, 28.9}, {17,
31}, {18, 33.1}};
DataPoints729 = {{1, 1.6}, {2, 1.6}, {3, 1.6}, {4, 1.7}, {5,
1.8}, {6, 2.2}, {7, 3.5}, {8, 4.5}, {9, 6.1}, {10, 8.0}, {11,
10.7}, {12, 13.7}, {13, 17.2}, {14, 20.5}, {15, 23.3},
{16, 26}, {17, 29}};
DataPoints915a = {{0, .39}, {1, .39}, {2, .38}, {3, .38}, {4,
.37}, {5, .38}, {6, .39}, {7, .39}, {8, .43}, {9, .79}, {10,
1.9}, {11, 3.55}, {12, 7.04}, {13, 13.8}, {14, 22.3},
{15, 30.5}, {16, 36.5}, {17, 40.4}, {18, 41.7}, {19,
42.5}, {20, 43}, {21, 43}, {22, 43}};
DataPoints915b = {{0, .43}, {1, .44}, {2, .44}, {3, .44}, {4,
.44}, {5, .44}, {6, .44}, {7, .44}, {8, .44}, {10, .8}, {11,
1.38}, {12, 2.0}, {13, 2.8}, {14, 4.6}, {15, 5.0}, {16,
14.8}, {17, 19.2}, {18, 26.8}, {19, 34.3}, {20, 39},
{21, 41}, {22, 42}, {23, 42.4}};
DataPoints916 = {{0, .4}, {1, .57}, {2, .57}, {3, .56}, {4,
.57}, {5, .56}, {6, .56}, {7, .56}, {8, .56}, {9, .56}, {10,
.56}, {11, 1.02}, {12, 2.08}, {13, 3.06}, {14, 5.0}, {15,
8.5}, {16, 13.3}, {17, 19.1}, {18, 25.0}, {19, 31.1},
{20, 35.7}, {21, 39.0}, {22, 40.6}, {23, 42.0}, {24, 42.5},
{25, 42.8}, {26, 42.9}};
dp = DataPoints916;
depth = 77;
dp;
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Table[{depth - k, 0}, {k, 0, Length[dp] - 1}];
dp = Table[{depth - k, 0}, {k, 0, Length[dp] - 1}] - dp;
dp[[All, 2]] = -dp[[All, 2]];
dp[[All, 1]] =
Table[{depth - k, 0}, {k, 0, Length[dp] - 1}][[All, 1]];
maxDensity = Max[dp[[All, 2]]];
minDensity = Min[dp[[All, 2]]];
dp[[All, 1]];
dp = (dp - Table[{0, minDensity}, {k, 1, Length[dp]}]);
dp[[All, 2]] = dp[[All, 2]]/(maxDensity - minDensity);
dp[[All, 1]] = dp[[All, 1]]/depth;
nlm = LogitModelFit[dp, x, x];
a = -nlm["BestFitParameters"][[2]];
b = -nlm["BestFitParameters"][[1]];
depth + b/a;
(*
Normal[nlm]
Show[ListPlot[dp],Plot[nlm[z],{z,.6,1.1}]]
*)
(* Chen’s code begins *)
hdom = depth;
H = 1;
rho1 = 0.999‘100;
rho2 = 1.022‘100;
g = 1;
\[Rho][z_] = rho1 + (rho2 - rho1)*nlm[z];
Nsq[z_] = -g*D[\[Rho][z], {z, 1}]/\[Rho][z];
(* Eigenvalue problem *)
LSlope = 23;
discrR[eig_?NumberQ] :=
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First[F[1] /.
NDSolve[{F’’[t] - Nsq[t]/g*F’[t] + (eig*Nsq[t]) F[t] == 0,
F[0] == 0‘100, F’[0] == LSlope}, {F}, {t, 0, H}]];
eigbar = eig /.
FindRoot[discrR[eig], {eig, 0, H},
WorkingPrecision -> 100,
AccuracyGoal -> 10, MaxIterations -> 1000];
Clear[t];
Fbar[t_] =
F[t] /. NDSolve[{F’’[t] - Nsq[t]/g*F’[t]
+ eigbar*Nsq[t] F[t] == 0,
F[0] == 0‘100, F’[0] == LSlope}, {F}, {t, 0, 1}][[1]];
cbar = Sqrt[1/eigbar];
nonlinCoeff = -3/(4*depth)*
NIntegrate[\[Rho][z]*D[Fbar[z], z]ˆ3, {z, 0, H}]/
NIntegrate[\[Rho][z]*D[Fbar[z], z]ˆ2, {z, 0, H}];
(* Minimization *)
h0 = cbarˆ2/g;
rBar = Integrate[\[Rho][z], {z, 0, H}]; WBar =
Integrate[z*\[Rho][z], {z, 0, H}];
Clear[minSol];
1.5*cbar/nonlinCoeff*depth
1 + 2*cbar*nonlinCoeff/(3*g)
(*minSol=NMinimize[{( (\[Tau]*(H-z)+
NIntegrate[\[Rho][\[Zeta]],{\
\[Zeta],0,z}] - rBar)ˆ2 + (\[Tau]*
(z-H-h0)*zˆ2/((H-z)*(h0-z)) - \
NIntegrate[\[Rho][\[Zeta]],{\[Zeta],0,z}])ˆ2)
/(2*rBarˆ2)+((\[Tau]/2*(\
Hˆ2-zˆ2) + NIntegrate[\[Zeta]*\[Rho][\[Zeta]]
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,{\[Zeta],0,z}]-WBar)ˆ2 \
+(\[Tau]/2*(z-H-h0)*zˆ3/((H-z)*(h0-z))
-NIntegrate[\[Zeta]*\[Rho][\
\[Zeta]],{\[Zeta],0,z}])ˆ2 )/(2*WBarˆ2)
,0<z<H,rho1<\[Tau]<rho2},{z,\
\[Tau]}];
Plot3D[( (\[Tau]*(H-z)+NIntegrate[\[Rho][\[Zeta]]
,{\[Zeta],0,z}] - \
rBar)ˆ2 + (\[Tau]*(z-H-h0)*zˆ2/((H-z)*(h0-z))
- NIntegrate[\[Rho][\
\[Zeta]],{\[Zeta],0,z}])ˆ2)/(2*rBarˆ2)
+((\[Tau]/2*(Hˆ2-zˆ2) + \
NIntegrate[\[Zeta]*\[Rho][\[Zeta]],{\[Zeta],0,z}]
-WBar)ˆ2 \
+(\[Tau]/2*(z-H-h0)*zˆ3/((H-z)*(h0-z))
-NIntegrate[\[Zeta]*\[Rho][\
\[Zeta]],{\[Zeta],0,z}])ˆ2 )/(2*WBarˆ2),{z,0,H}
,{\[Tau],rho1,rho2}]
rhoOpt=(\[Tau]/.Last[minSol]);
h2 = (z/.Last[minSol]);
Print["The optimal two-layer parameters are:\n" ,
"rho1 = " , rhoOpt , ",\n" ,
"rho2 = " , (h2-h0-H)*h2*rhoOpt/((H-h2)*(h0-h2)) , ",\n" ,
"h1 = " , depth*(H - h2) , ",\n" ,
"h2 = " ,depth*h2 ,"."]
NMinimize[{((z-h0-H)*zˆ2*rBar
/(H*(zˆ2-(H+2*h0)*z+H*h0))
-NIntegrate[\[Rho][\[Zeta]],{\[Zeta],0,z}])ˆ\
2,0<z<H},z]
2*10*NIntegrate[(\[Zeta]-.9)
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*\[Rho][\[Zeta]],{\[Zeta],.9,1}]/\
NIntegrate[\[Rho][\[Zeta]],{\[Zeta],.9,1}]*)
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APPENDIX G
VARDEN INPUT CODE
This appendix contains sample inputs for the VarDen package.
G.1 grid.f90
program grid_2d
integer :: i, j
integer, parameter :: nx = 32
integer, parameter :: ny = 1
integer, parameter :: nzonesx = 8192
integer, parameter :: nzonesy = 256
integer :: ix, iy
integer :: nlevs, ngrids
character*80 :: line
99 format(i1)
100 format(’
((’,i5,’,’,i5,’) (’,i5,’,’,i5,’) (’i5,’,’,i5,’))’)
101 format(’
((’,i5,’,’,i5,’) (’,i5,’,’,i5,’) (’i5,’,’,i5,’))’, i5)
ix = 0
nlevs = 1
ngrids = nx*ny
open(22,file = ’gr0_2d’)
write (22, 99) nlevs
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write (22,101) 0,0,nzonesx-1,nzonesy-1,0,0,ngrids
do i = 1, nx
iy = 0
do j = 1, ny
write (22,100) ix,iy,ix+nzonesx/nx-1,
iy+nzonesy/ny-1,0,0
iy = iy + nzonesy/ny
enddo
ix = ix + nzonesx/nx
enddo
end program grid_2d
G.2 inputs varden 2d
&PROBIN
dim_in = 2
!!!! Input for fixed grids !!!!
fixed_grids = "gr0_2d"
!!!! Inputs for adaptive grids !!!!
! max_levs = 4
! n_cellx = 32
! n_celly = 32
! ref_ratio = 2
! regrid_int = 1
! physical dimension, in meter
prob_hi_x = 2464.0
prob_hi_y = 77.0
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! related to projection method
max_step = 999999999
init_iter = 3
! intervals for output files
plot_int = 100
chk_int = 30000
! computation time, in second
stop_time = 180.0
! CFL number
cflfac = 0.05
init_shrink = 0.1
! top and bottom layer density
rho_1 = 0.999
rho_2 = 1.02
! lambda = 1.0986122886681098
!! inverse of pycnocline thickness
lambda = 0.878932
!! smoothness of the gate
alpha = 1.033
! equilibrim layer depth
h1 = -55.4261
h2 = 204.59
! gate length and height (not used in hook)
lgate = 56.0
hgate = 25.0
! the width of the hook
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hook = 1.0
!coarse_factor = 2 if 512->128 /
! coarsen_factor = 1 if 512->256/ =0 if original
coarsen_factor = 1
! Boussinesq approximation
boussinesq = 0
visc_coef = 0.0
diff_coef = 0.0
grav = -981.0
! boundary conditions lo = low, hi = high
bcx_lo = 14
bcx_hi = 14
bcy_lo = 14
bcy_hi = 14
! not used here
pmask_x = F
pmask_y = F
verbose = 0
mg_verbose = 0
do_initial_projection = 1
! restart = 18000
/
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APPENDIX H
DATATANK C++ SCRIPT SOURCE CODE
The following is the C++ script used to track the isolines of density and wave crest using DataTank. This
code was written with the help of David Adalsteinsson.
H.1 C++ source code
// Include DTSource.h if you want to include all the headers.
#include "DTArguments.h"
#include "DTSaveError.h"
#include "DTDoubleArray.h"
#include "DTFile.h"
#include "DTDataFile.h"
#include "DTMesh2D.h"
#include "DTDoubleArrayRegion.h"
#include "DTEndianSwap.h"
#include "DTUtilities.h"
#include "DTVectorField2D.h"
#include <math.h>
#include <iostream>
#include <sstream>
#include <string>
using namespace std;
//////////////////////////////
// DT_RetGroup
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//////////////////////////////
struct DT_RetGroup {
DTMesh2D mesh1;
DTMesh2D mesh2;
DTMesh2D mesh3;
double Time;
void pinfo(void) const;
void pinfoIndent(string) const;
static void WriteStructure(DTDataStorage &,string);
};
void DT_RetGroup::pinfo(void) const
{
pinfoIndent("");
}
void DT_RetGroup::pinfoIndent(string pad) const
{
cerr << pad << "mesh1 = "; mesh1.pinfo();
cerr << pad << "mesh2 = "; mesh2.pinfo();
cerr << pad << "mesh3 = "; mesh3.pinfo();
cerr << pad << "Time = " << Time << endl;
}
void DT_RetGroup::WriteStructure(DTDataStorage
&output,string name)
{
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output.Save("mesh1",name+"_1N");
output.Save("Mesh2D",name+"_1T");
output.Save("mesh2",name+"_2N");
output.Save("Mesh2D",name+"_2T");
output.Save("mesh3",name+"_3N");
output.Save("Mesh2D",name+"_3T");
output.Save("Time",name+"_4N");
output.Save("Real Number",name+"_4T");
output.Save(4,name+"_N");
output.Save("Group",name);
}
extern void Write(DTDataStorage &,string name,const
DT_RetGroup &);
void Write(DTDataStorage &output,string name,const
DT_RetGroup &var)
{
Write(output,name+"_mesh1",var.mesh1);
Write(output,name+"_mesh2",var.mesh2);
Write(output,name+"_mesh3",var.mesh3);
output.Save(var.Time,name+"_Time");
Write(output,name,DTDoubleArray());
// So that DataTank can see the variable.
}
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/////////////////////////////////////////////////
// End of structure definitions.
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
DT_RetGroup Computation(DTFolder folder,double gridIn,
DTMesh2DGrid grid, double nbx,double nby);
int main(int argc,const char *argv[])
{
DTSetArguments(argc,argv);
DTDataFile inputFile("Input.dtbin",DTFile::ReadOnly);
// Read in the input variables.
DTFolder folder("folder");
double gridIn = inputFile.ReadNumber("gridIn");
DTMesh2DGrid grid;
Read(inputFile,"grid",grid);
double nbx = inputFile.ReadNumber("nbx");
double nby = inputFile.ReadNumber("nby");
// Write the output.
DTDataFile outputFile("Output.dtbin",DTFile::NewReadWrite);
DT_RetGroup computed;
// The computation.
clock_t t_before = clock();
computed = Computation(folder,gridIn,grid,nbx,nby);
clock_t t_after = clock();
double exec_time = double(t_after-t_before)/
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double(CLOCKS_PER_SEC);
outputFile.Save("Group","Seq_Var");
DT_RetGroup::WriteStructure(outputFile,"SeqInfo_Var");
Write(outputFile,"Var",computed);
// The execution time.
outputFile.Save(exec_time,"ExecutionTime");
outputFile.Save("Real Number","Seq_ExecutionTime");
// The errors.
DTSaveError(outputFile,"ExecutionErrors");
outputFile.Save("StringList","Seq_ExecutionErrors");
return 0;
}
DT_RetGroup Computation(DTFolder folder,double gridIn,
DTMesh2DGrid grid, double nbx,double nby)
{
// This is the subroutine need to write out.
// This version is to read plt* output data with 3 variables:
// velx, vely, dens.
// For the original VarDen data, there are 8 variables for 2D:
// velx, vely, dens, px, py, tracer,
// passive scalar and something else.
DT_RetGroup toReturn;
DTFolder level00 = folder.AppendFolderName("Level_00");
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// Redefine the folder name
DTFile singleFile, singleFile2;
string fname;
int nx=int(nbx), ny = int(nby);
// each bigArray will store the data for each variable
// on the entire grid you may need all 8 arrays for the
// most original VarDen output
DTMutableDoubleArray bigArray1(nx*gridIn,ny*gridIn);
DTMutableDoubleArray bigArray2(nx*gridIn,ny*gridIn);
DTMutableDoubleArray bigArray3(nx*gridIn,ny*gridIn);
/*DTMutableDoubleArray bigArray4(nx*gridIn,ny*gridIn);
DTMutableDoubleArray bigArray5(nx*gridIn,ny*gridIn);
DTMutableDoubleArray bigArray6(nx*gridIn,ny*gridIn);
DTMutableDoubleArray bigArray7(nx*gridIn,ny*gridIn);
DTMutableDoubleArray bigArray8(nx*gridIn,ny*gridIn);
*/
DTMutableDoubleArray chunk(gridIn,gridIn);
// temporarily store data in each box
double time;
// DTInt2String(3);
int i,startI,startJ;
string subst, subst2;
stringstream thestream, thestream2;
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char ch;
singleFile2 = folder.AppendFileName("Header");
thestream2.clear();
// reading Header file in each plt* folder
// skip the first 7 lines to read Time value
// ** In case you have 8 variable output, replace 7 with 12 **
for (i=0; i<12; i++)
subst2 = singleFile2.ReadLine();
thestream2.str(subst2);
thestream2 >> time; // read time value
for (i=0;i<nx*ny; i++) {
// construct the file name from the integer
if (i<10) {
fname = "Cell_D_0000"+DTInt2String(i);
}
else if(i<100) {
fname = "Cell_D_000"+DTInt2String(i);
}
else {
fname = "Cell_D_00"+DTInt2String(i);
}
singleFile = level00.AppendFileName(fname);
string test = singleFile.ReadLine();
// Move ahead in file
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// parse the "test" string to see the size and location
subst = test.substr(60,20);
// skip the first 60 characters (including spaces)
thestream.clear();
thestream.str(subst);
// read from the first line to locate the position of the box
thestream >> startI;
// Absorb the comma
thestream >> ch;
thestream >> startJ;
// Need to know the lower left corner of this block.
// Read in the data
// VarDen output is written in BINARY data,
// This converts Binary to ASCII.
singleFile.ReadBinary(chunk);
//SwapEndian(chunk);
// comment this line if using Intel Processor;
// uncommont if using PowerPC
// The file is written in little endian,
// and this machine is big endian.
bigArray1(DTIndex(startI,startI+gridIn-1),
DTIndex(startJ,startJ+gridIn-1)) = chunk;
// Put it into the bigarray1
singleFile.ReadBinary(chunk);
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//SwapEndian(chunk);
// comment this line if using Intel Processor;
// uncommont if using PowerPC
// The file is written in little endian,
// and this machine is big endian.
bigArray2(DTIndex(startI,startI+gridIn-1),
DTIndex(startJ,startJ+gridIn-1)) = chunk;
// Put it into the bigarray1
singleFile.ReadBinary(chunk);
//SwapEndian(chunk);
// comment this line if using Intel Processor;
// uncommont if using PowerPC
// The file is written in little endian,
// and this machine is big endian.
bigArray3(DTIndex(startI,startI+gridIn-1),
DTIndex(startJ,startJ+gridIn-1)) = chunk;
// Put it into the bigarray1
}
toReturn.mesh1 = DTMesh2D(grid,bigArray1);
toReturn.mesh2 = DTMesh2D(grid,bigArray2);
toReturn.mesh3 = DTMesh2D(grid,bigArray3);
toReturn.mesh4 = DTMesh2D(grid,bigArray4);
toReturn.mesh5 = DTMesh2D(grid,bigArray5);
toReturn.mesh6 = DTMesh2D(grid,bigArray6);
toReturn.mesh7 = DTMesh2D(grid,bigArray7);
toReturn.mesh8 = DTMesh2D(grid,bigArray8);
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toReturn.Time = time;
return toReturn;
}
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